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Editorial 

W
ith the next round of Uilks between the government and the 
African National Congress just a week away as WIP goes 
on sale, the process towards negotiations has been hit by 
another bout of hiccups. This time the issue is the arrcsi of 
up to 100 ANC members, ihc cracking by police of what 
appears to have been a major underground network, and 

the seizure of a substantial quantity of arms. 
The low-key nature of the ANC's responses so far suggest that much of what 
has been claimed regarding the background to many of the arrests is correct: 
that they are linked to the existence of underground ANC structures; that 
they involve elements of Umkhonto we Sizwe; and that, in the case of the 
weapons at least, many have been brought into the country recently. 
The facts have since been used as justification for a barrage against the ANC 
on the basis that the movement is cither not committed to the peace process, 
or that it is attempting to scuttle it. 
Ignoring for the moment the question of just how sensible the ANC's action 
may have been, several issues of logic arise. 
The ANC and Nelson Mandela in particular have stressed repeatedly since 
the movement's 2 February legalisation that its armed struggle will continue 
until a formal suspension of hostilities is agreed - very possibly at the next 
talks, beginning on August 6. It has also said, again almost to the point of 
boredom, that it is reining in its Umkhonto fighters as a contribution to the 
creation of a climate for negotiations. 
To these positions there have been two responses: government outrage that 
the ANC should be talking of armed hostilities at all; and, from the media in 
particular, the apparently-informed assessment that all this was simply 
rhetoric, a face-saver to allow the ANC to slop fighting without alienating its 
militant constituency. 
The arrests and apparent destruction of the underground network fairly 
convincingly disprove the latter assessment: it is now clear that the ANC 
was telling the truth, and that what those arrested were doing was providing 
themselves with both the infrastructure and means to continue the ANC's 
armed struggle. But because the movement had ordered an casing-up on 
attacks, the weapons had not yet been used. 
Since the arrests, however, it is precisely those media which knowingly 
reported that the ANC's statements on armed struggle were no more than 
rhetoric which arc now haranguing the movement for doing exactly what it 
said it was doing. The fault lies not with the ANC. but with those who didn't 
believe it. 
And there is a second question of logic involved: even if there had been a 
ceasefire, international law accepts that unless it is specifically written into 
the agreement, a ceasefire bars neither side in any conflict from replenishing 
its forces or its weaponry. 
Suggestions that the ANC's actions could precipitate a collapse of the 
negotiation process arc little more than ill-informed. 
The ANC's statements that it was continuing with its armed struggle have 
not previously blocked talks. Now that it has been demonstrated not to be 
lying, there is no reason why that should change. 
Anyway, the ANC view is that it has had little choice in the matter. 
While substantial progress has clearly been made since the Grootc Schuur 
talks on what it views as obstacles to negotiations - the continued detention 
of political prisoners, political exiles and security force action - little has 
actually been delivered in the form of freed prisoners, returning exiles and 
an end to violent security force repression. 
At the same lime, international pressure on FW dc Klerk's government has 
cased substantially since February. 
Against this background, the ANC believes it has had little choice but to 
ensure that the only remaining alternative route to democracy remains open, 
by building its military capacity. 
Whether this was the wisest choice, the months ahead will demonstrate. 
What it has already demonstrated, however, is that peace might be in sight, 
but it is not yet achieved. Nor will it be until such time as the negotiation 
process begins to deliver the goods.-
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LABOUR 

Mobilising 
the Right 
capitalists 
RIGHTWINGERS have 
esiablishcd a new employer 
organisation, Fcdcrasic van 
Wcrkgcwersorganisasics en 
Wcrkgewers van Suid-
Afrika (Federation of 
Employers' Organisations 
and Employers of South 
Africa) whose primary aim 
is to support employers 
against 'radical trade 
unions'. 
The organisation recently 
made representations to the 
government not to enact the 
accord on the Labour 
Relations Act reached by the 
Congress of South African 
Trade Unions (Cosatu), the 
National Council of Trade 
Unions (Nactu) and the SA 
Employers' Consultative 
Committee on Labour 
Affairs (Saccola). 
The formation of the 
federation is a direct 
challenge to the Afrikaansc 
Handelsinstituul (AHI), the 
Afrikaans business 
community's equivalent of 
the SA Chamber of 
Business, and Sacolla, to 
which the AHI is affiliated. 
The federation is the 
brainchild of the 
Arbcidsugting (ABS), an 
organisation said to have 
been founded some five or 
six years ago to promote the 
interests of employers. Its 
executive chairman is Leon 
Smith, deputy chairman of 
the Regional Development 
Advisory Committee for the 
PWV. He is a former mayor 
of Roodcpoon and was the 
Conservative Party (CP) 
candidate for the town in 
last September's general 
election. Its director, Hein 
van dcr Wall, is the founder 
of the Arbcidstigting. He is 
an advocate and former 
legal adviser to the AHI. 
Notice of the federation's 

formation was given at an 
ABS conference atEskom's 
Megawatt Park headquarters 
on 22 June. The conference 
was closed to the press. 
Minister for Administration 
and Privatisation Wim dc 
Villicrs was to have 
delivered the opening 
address, but was forced to 
cancel because of the 
closing of parliament. 
Van dcr Wall has claimed 
thai the federation's 
membership consists of 
'some employer 
organisations and 500 
individual employers' with a 
combined workforce of two 
million - a figure observers 
think is a gross over-
exaggeration. He has 
refused to name any of the 
organisations or individuals 
who are members of the 
federation as they may 
become targets for industrial 
action by unions. The only 
affiliate that has been 
identified is the 
Witwaiersrand Master 
Builders' Association 
(MBA) whose director, ZL 
Prctorius, is a known CP 
supporter. The MBA is part 
of the Building Industry 
Federation of SA (Bifsa) 
which is also a member of 
Saccola. 
According lo an ABS 
newsletter, the federation 
has identified several points 
in ihc Labour Relations Act 
thai require attention. For 
one, unions* 'misuse' of 
strikes had to be slopped; 
strikes should only be 
permitted if they involve 
disputes of a serious nature. 
Unions should also be more 
strictly controlled. They 
should, for example, fall 
under the discipline of a 
professional body in the 
same way as lawyers and 
estate agents, and should in 
addition contribute to a trust 
fund which employers could 
draw on in the event of 
illegal union activity. 
Workers who lose their jobs 
as a result of unlawful 
actions by unions should 
also be able to draw on it. 

The federation also intends 
establishing a databank of 
'surrogate workers' - scabs -
to assist employers during 
strikes and a strike fund for 
any damages incurred in 
illegal strikes. Membership 
of the federation also 
entitles members to make 
use of the ABS's 24-hour 
emergency advice hotline, 
get guidance from a labour 
consultant at a specially 
reduced rate, and receive its 
publications. 
Although it is too early to 
tell what impact the 
formation of the federation 
will have on the AHI, the 
possibility that it could 
cause divisions cannot be 
ruled out. According to 
insiders, there have been 
tensions between 
Conservatives and National 
Party supporters in the AHI 
ever since the CP was 
established in 1981.'If a 
split develops, it would 
probably occur between the 
CP and National Party 
supporters', an employer 
source told WIP, 'although 
the organisation has thus far 
succeeded in maintaining 
unity by emphasising its 
members' common 
interests'. - Robyn Rafel 

ANGOLA 

Moving 
closer to 
a ceasefire 
ANGOLA is expressing 
official confidence that a 
ceasefire to end 15 years of 
civil will be agreed with 
Unila rebels at forthcoming 
peace talks in Portugal. 
But private doubts arc being 
expressed by other Angolan 
sources. 
The two sides arc still far 
apart on several issues, 
including the time-table for 
general elections and a shift 
towards political pluralism, 
according to the sources. 
But they did not rule out an 

agreement in principle 
leading to a ceasefire, which 
could be reached at the next 
Angola-Unita meeting. 
'We don't think the few 
differences that still exist 
will prevent the signing of a 
ceasefire', Foreign Minister 
Pctro dc Castro van Dunem 
said in Harare late last 
month. 
At the same lime Unila 
leader Jonas Savimbi has 
been visiting long-time ally 
Morocco for pre-ialks 
discussions. He arrived there 
in mid-July and is 
understood lo have held 
talks with Morocco's King 
Hassan and Portuguese 
foreign affairs secretary Jose 
Manuel Durao Barroso. 
Durao Barroso has hosted 
two rounds of exploratory 
contacts between Unita and 
the Angolan government in 
Portugal since April. 
Unita has doubled the size 
of its delegation to these, 
and Unita officials say they 
are prepared to sign a 
ceasfire at their next 
meeting. 
Van Dunem was equally 
optimistic, saying thai 
despite heavy fighting in 
northern Angola 'all 
indications are that the 
conditions for a ceasefire are 
lhcre*. 
He said the army had 
repelled an attack by Unila 
rebels in the north. 
'Unila has transferred mosi 
of its troops to the north. 
The aim was obviously to 
take Luanda, or at the very 
least to make life difficult 
for ihc people so they would 
want to rise up against the 
government', he said. 
This initiative has the 
endorsement of US military 
advisers now operating 
inside Angola with Unita, 
Van Dunem added. 
Advisors are now based 
both at Unila headquarters at 
Jamba in southern Angola 
and with rebel forces in the 
north, he said, 'not only to 
give tactical and operational 
advice but also to operate 
sophisticated equipment*. 
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This equipment includes 
Stinger and other anti
aircraft missiles - some of 
them with a range of 10km. 
This is the first time the 
Angolan government has 
accused the US military of 
taking a direct operational 
part in the civil war, 
although there were reports 
of CIA operatives in Jamba 
in 1987. 
Earlier, Van Duncm had cast 
doubts on Unita's ability to 
sabotage electricity and 
water supplies to Luanda -
as it has done repeatedly in 
recent months - without 
outside help. 
And he dismissed claims 
that Luanda is surrounded, 
saying: 'The pressure is off 
the capital*. 
But the Angolan military 
reports a flare-up in fighting 
elsewhere in the north. 
Against this background, 
Brazilian officers 
responsible for verifying the 
withdrawal of Cuban troops 
say a total of 35 457 have 
now left the country. 
The next and final phase of 
the pull-out begins in 
October and is scheduled to 
end with the last Cuban 
troops leaving Angolan soil 
next June. 
At the same time, however, 
the US Congress* House 
Intelligence Oversight 
Committee has endorsed a 
substantial increase in US 
funding for Unita -
increasing the total annual 
allocation to the rebels by 
R70-million, according to 
some sources. 
This will push US aid to 
Unita to almost R200-
million. 
The aid forms part of the 
CIA budget which, once 
approved by the committee, 
will be voted on by 
Congress sight unseen. 
The committee was 
established in 1975 in 
response to massive covert 
CIA aid to Unita, but critics 
claim it no longer serves as 
a watchdog on covert CIA 
aid. Instead of functioning 
as an oversight committee. 

~ 

they say, it docs little more 
than cheer on CIA activities. 
This year, while opponents 
of the Bush administration's 
policy towards Angola arc 
mounting a sustained 
challenge to the funding, 
they say prospects for 
slopping the aid arc slim. 
Too many Senate and 
congressional 
representatives regard it as 
'an anti-communist, anti-
Cuban issue', they say. -
SouthScan Features 

MOZAMBIQUE 

Frelimo 
meets 
MNR 
THE first direct talks 
between representatives of 
the Mozambican 
government and the MNR 
rebels took place in Rome 
between 8 to 10 July. 
The Catholic Church, as in 
the past, appeared to play a 

| major mediating role, 
according to Mozambique's 
AIM news agency. 
A joint communique said 
that the two delegations 
'recognising each other as 
compatriots and members of 
the great Mozambican 
family expressed 
satisfaction and pleasure at 
this direct, open and frank 
meeting, the first between 
the two sides*. 
The meeting surprised many 
observers in Maputo. Italy, 
the country's main Western 
trading partner, had not been 
named cither side as a 
possible venue. 
The Mozambican side to the 
talks was led by Transport 
Minister Armando Guebusa, 
also a member of the 12-
man polilburo of the 
Frelimo party. Also on the 
Mozambican delegation 
were Information Minister 
Tcodaio Hunguana, Labour 
Minister Agular Mazula and 
the diplomatic advisor in 

President Joachim 
Chissano's office, Francisco 
Madeira. 
Leading the Rcnamo 
delegation was Raul 
Domingos, head of the 
rebel's foreign affairs 
department. 
He was accompanied by the 
head of the Rcnamo 
information department 
Vicente Ululu and by a 
member of the Rcnamo 
presidential office, Joao 
Almirante. 
The meeting took place in 
the headquarters of the 
Catholic Church-linked 
charitable body the Santo 
Egidio Community with 
which Frelimo had a long 
association. 
Present as observers at the 
meeting were two members 
of the Santo Egidio 
Community, Andres Ricardo 
and Mattco Zuppi, as well as 
the Catholic archbishop of 
the central Mozambican city 
of Bcira, Jaime Goncalves, 
and a representative of the 
Italian govermcni, Mario 
Raffaclli. 
The Church has led moves 
towards talks with the 
rebels, meeting them a 
number of times in Nairobi. 
Raffaclli, a former secretary 
of state in the Italian 
ministry with rcponsibility 
for Africa, has been deeply 
involved in Italian 
cooperation with 
Mozambique. 
He was last in Maputo in 
May when he look pan in an 
international conference 
titled Rethinking strategics 
for Southern Africa. 
The three-day meeting in 
Rome took place without 

BRIEFS 

any publicily, and the 
Mozambican side was not 
accompanied by any 
journalists. 
This contrasts with the 
abortive talks last month in 
Malawi that were announced 
in advance and where a 
large number of journalists 
accompanied the 
Mozambican dclgaiion. 
There is now doubt in 
Maputo as to the accuracy of 
reports, initially by AIM, 
and stemming from official 
sources, that rebel leader 
Alfonso Dhlakama was 
present at the time and that 
he was accompanied by a 
senior Kenyan advisor. 
After the talks scheduled for 
12 June in Malawi had 
failed to take place, the 
Mozambican, Malawian and 
Zimbabwean delegations 
present issued a statement 
which said that efforts were 
continuing 'to set a new date 
in the near future for the 
process to begin in Malawi*. 
Presidents Daniel arap Moi 
of Kenya and Robert 
Mugabe of Zimbabwe had 
been acting as mediators in 
the conflict, but there arc no 
reports that either sent a 
delegation to the Rome 
meeting. 
Meanwhile, the emergency 
situation in Mozambique is 
worsening, according to 
AIM. 
Mozambique's needs arc 
now considerably greater 
than those estimated in the 
emergency appeal document 
placed before a UN 
sponsored donors' 
conference in New York in 
April. 
The national director of 
Mozambique's relief body 
the Disasters Control Office 
(DPCCN), Salomao 
Mambo, says the number of 
displaced people who could 
now be reached by relief 
efforts has increased 
substantially due to recent 
Mozambican military 
successes against the MNR 
rebels in the centre of the 
country. - Southscan 
Features 
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SACP 

A South 
African 

communist 
speaks 

In this exclusive interview with WIP, Cosatu's 
Chris Diamini discusses his membership of the 
South African Communist Party, the implications of 
wearing two hats, and the SACP's relationship with 
Cosatu and the ANC. David Niddrie reports 

As a member of the South African 
Communist Party's internal leader
ship group (ILG), Chris Diamini is 

the first internally-based South African 
communist in 40 years to have publicly 
identified himself as such. 

Vice-president of the Congress of South 
African Trade Unions (Cosatu) and presi
dent of ils Food and Allied Workers'Union 
(Fawu) affiliate, Diamini is one of about a 
dozen 'locals' on the ILG. This group is re
sponsible for the party's day-to-day running 
in the year between its formal legal launch 
on 29 July and its next congress, scheduled 
for July next year. 

Diamini has worked as what was then 
formally designated a 'store-boy' and in 
various other jobs since leaving school at 
18,after completing StandardEight in 1962. 

Since 1977 he has been employed at Kel-
logg's Springs plant where, as shop stew
ards' committee chairman, he was instru
mental in winning the first formal recogni-
lionagrccmcnt in the Transvaal for Fosatu's 
Sweet, Food and Allied Workers' Union. 

President of Fosatu from 1982 until the 
formation of Cosatu three years later, Diam
ini has held the post of first Cosatu vice-
president since then. With the merger of 
Cosatu's food sector affiliates into Fawu in 
1986, Diamini was elected president of the 
union. 

Shortly before the launch of the legal 
SACP - at which he and other members of 
the party's internal leadership were publicly 
identified for the first time - he gave this 
interview to WIP. 

Why and under what circumstances did 
youjoin Che SACP? 
I have been a worker most of my life. And as 
a worker, I realised that apartheid is more 
than racial oppression: it is used as a cover 
for capitalist exploitation - the majority of 
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South Africans do not enjoy the wealth they themselves have 1 
created. 

They arc economically exploited, socially degraded and po-
litically oppressed. 

And in the struggle for equality and justice, the SACP has 
been one of the leading organisations, and the leading organi
sation struggling to end exploitation. 

That's why I joined. As to how, I joined: I was recruited by 
members of the party, but I can't give you details yet. 

What are your duties as a member of the ILG? 
We will run the party internally until the party congress in July 
1991, when full democratic elections for the national leader
ship will take place. In the meanwhile, branches and districts 
will be established with fully democratically elected leader
ships, ideally before the congress. That depends on how soon 
we can develop an efficient administration. 

You are now a senior member of the SACP, vice-president 
of Cosatu and president of one of its affiliates. Is that not a 
conflict of interest? 
The issue is not always clear in people's minds: Il is not a 
question of wearing two * or even three - hats, and trying to 
decide on where my loyalties lie. 

Firstly I am not an elected office bearer in the SACP, but in 
the union and the federation I am. I preform my duties in those 
organisations as a representative of the organisations, not of the 
SACP. 

Within the unions I am bound by the democracy and 
processes of the unions. 

My party work involves conscicntising people, as an advo
cate of equality - arguing for a humane approach to life, making 
people realise they do have rights, the right to cam a living, the 
right to a house, to education, for example. 

It is not a conspiratorial thing. 
There is a comparison to be found in the civics. Many of our 

members - Cosatu members - arc members of the civic associa
tions in the communities in which they live, discussing issues 
like rent and electricity. Many hold senior positions and 
represent their communities in meetings with the authorities. 

This doesn't affect the democratic functioning of the civics 
- it doesn't mean Cosatu controls them. But it usually means 
they (Cosatu members) advocate perspectives they have found 
in the trade unions - recognition that people have rights, and 
that united they can achieve them. 

Cosatu has recently been formally allied to the ANC and 
SACP in what is being called 'a fighting alliance*. What 
impact will this have on Cosatu, and more generally, what 
impact is a legal communist party going to have in South 
Africa? 
Each of the three formations will retain their independence in 
the tripartite alliance, that's important. They will also have 
their own constituencies and be answerable to them. 

And at the level of the alliance, we will take decisions by 
consensus — all decisions will be in the interests of all three. 

So we do not foresee domination. 
Bull docxpcctthatthecxistcnccof the alliance will sharpen ' 

the political position of Cosatu; il will solidify and clarify 
Cosaiu's objectives. 

At a certain level, all three members of the alliance want the 
same thing. They have the same immediate objective in seek
ing toend apartheid and replace il with a democratic, non-racial 

system and government. 
But the party goes further, recognising that under such a 

system the needs of ihe working class will not necessarily be 
fully met. 

Politically it has set an agenda intended to meet the needs of 
the majority who have been economically exploited and politi
cally oppressed for a long lime. 

We have always said that the immediate task of the party and 
all democrats is to build the ANC. Wc still say that. But il does 
not mean wc suspend building the party. 

In the immediate future, ihe party will draw together social
ists to enable them to makca combined contribution to debates, 
to putting up ideas both on what is to be done to achieve our, 
the alliance's, common objectives and to fully explore the 
common objectives. 

Very specifically wc have a contribution to make 10 debates 
on how the economy should to be restructured. 

In the short term, wc arc obviously hoping that the powerful 
ami-communism from ihe authorities and from other quarters 
will fade now that the SACP is legal. 

The Gorbachev-Bush talks have produced a formal end to 
the cold war internationally. Wc believe that should help gel 
communists accepted here by the authorities, and that they will 
stop regarding communists as animals as they did after the 
party's banning. 

And the impact of a trade union alliance with political 
parties? Can you see the unions, for instance, striking 
against an alliance partner that has become the ruling 
party? 
Wc expect to sec the right to strike constitutionally enshrined, 
if not in the constitution itself then in an addendum, a workers* 
charter binding on ihe government. 

Both the SACP and the ANC arc committed to trade union 
independence and to the unrestrained right of workers to strike. 
So wc could sec a situation in which workers in state-control led 
industries go on strike after apartheid. But they would not be 
striking politically against a democratically-elected govern
ment They'd be striking against an employer. 

The SA<' I*sees its immediate task as building the ANC,and 
shares with the ANC common short-term objectives -
ending apartheid and establishing a non-racial, demo-
craticsociety.WhatwilldistingulshSACPmembers,SACP 
structures, from their ANC counterparts? 
Firstly, as I've said, to ensure a socialist voice in the alliance. 
But for the ANC the objective is to end apartheid, to correct the 
wrongs of apartheid and to destroy apartheid legislation and 
apparatuses. 

In doing so, and as a national movement and government, it 
will have to accommodate all shades of opinion - even those of 
big business. 

The party will speak purely for the working class. 
It will encourage the ANC - as an ally - to take accountof the 

immediate demands and needs of the working class. It will do 
so now and once the ANC has become the government of the 
country. 

But the alliance may not exist forever. As agovemment the 
ANC will have to accommodate the interests, perspectives and 
demands of employers. 

And these arc different from the interests of the workers, 
whose interests the SACP is committed to defending and 
promoting. 
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SACP 

What level of support do you see in the unions and else
where for the SACP? What do you expect its membership 
to be? 
The socio-economic order ihe workers arc demanding is so
cialism, so we can already see high levels of support. 
This has not come about because of agitation, but because of 
the conditions under which they live and work - their experi
ences of apartheid. 

We have also seen massive support among the youth for the 
SACP. This was clear from 1984-85 when, at the funerals of 
comrades killed by the regime, you saw the party flag raised 
alongside that of the ANC over the grave. They were prepared 
to ignore the risks to demonstrate their support for the party. 

As far as actual card-carrying membership goes, if the party 
simply invited applications for membership, we could expect 
a really massive party, 20 000-30 000 at least. 

But we arc talking of a party of activists, what (general 
secretary Joe) Slovo has called a party of quality and calibre, 
so we will not necessarily accept just anyone. 

In the past we have managed this by recruitment and 
probation. This is going to change as the party becomes more 
open. But we will have to watch that it does not become a party 
of paper membership. We will have to introduce ways of 
ensuring that members continually prove their eligibility. 

I am sure, though, that the party will retain its black 
majority, its working class majority. 

Administratively, though, there may be problems with the 
rapid growth of the party. I'm not sure we yet have the 
resources to immediately build a big party, a mass party. 

But our ability to do so depends on people actually joining 
• on our transforming the strong emotional on-the-ground 
support into organised membership. 

And to achieve that it is important not to intimidate people 
with the idea of 'quality and calibre'. What we mean is a strong, 
active commitment and participation by members - active par
ticipation in party life, in building the ANC, in building Cosatu 
and in building other democratic formations: in other words 
active participation in the struggle for democracy. 

What is your attitude to other socialist formations? 
We would obviously like to see all socialists in the party. But 
we are open for discussions with all groups saying they are 
socialist. 

And it is through these discussions and debates that we 
believe people will realise which group is advocating - and 
capable of achieving - the kind of socialism they arc looking 
for. So we will encourage all those who support socialism to 
debate their positions openly. • 
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Lv ARMED STRUGGLE 
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Kasrils on Umkhonto 
•UBfilBffifi&IBflW 

Ronnie Kasrils, former head of 
military intelligence for the 
African National Congress, 

discusses the armed struggle in 
South Africa - past, present and 

possible future. A member of 
Umkhonto we Sizwe since its 
formation in 1961 - initially 

deployed with its Natal 
command - Kasrils served as 

head ofMK military 
intelligence until his co-option 

on to the ANC national 
executive committee in 1987 

Given (he legalisation of the African National Congress, 
the South African Communist Party and Umkhonto we 
Sizwe itself on February 2, is there any need for the 
liberation alliance to retain its military capacity, to keep 
MK alive? 
Without a doubt. Wc arc hopeful about the possibilities opened 
up for a peaceful way. Wc have always been attracted by ihc 
peaceful option. It minimises the loss of life, the bloodshed. 
But wc arc dealing with reality, with an ongoing struggle. 
Simply because we arc talking of the possibilities of a negoti
ated path doesn't mean we arc going to dissolve Umkhonto. 

Even after apartheid, Umkhonto will be necessary - simply 
from the point of view of establishing a defence force for South 
Africa if and when a negotiated settlement takes place. 

But prior to that wc need to keep our options open. There is 
no guarantee at this stage that negotiations will succeed, that 
there will not be a retreat to repression. MK is one of our 
guarantors. 

Take,for example, the statc'sNational Coordinating Mecha
nism (which has replaced the National Security Management 
System, or NSMS): It's an extremely sinister development. 
I'm not satisfied with (president FW) Dc Klerk's explanations 
that it is a peaceful mechanism to help to solve the people's 

problems on the ground. It looks like a disguised form of PW 
Botha's NSMS. Whatever it is, it shows Dc Klerk is keeping his 
options open. So wc have both a right and a duly to do the same. 

For us, it is one thing to talk of a suspension of armed 
hostilities - the kind of ceasefire spell out in the Harare Decla
ration to facilitate or encourage the negotiation process. But 
that doesn't mean wc give up our arms and disband our army. 
In international law, a ceasefire docs not prevent the bcligcr-
cnts from building their forces, replenishing their arsenals and 
recruiting and training. 

Ending our armed strugglccan only happen once a solution 
is reached, when wc have the basis for a democratic, non-racial 
South Africa. 

At that point there will be a termination of hostilities - a 
permanent thing. Thai's when wc say the chapter of armed 
struggle for a democratic South Africa is closed. 

Bui even ihcn wc don't dissolve Umkhonto, because wc 
then begin looking at ihc creation of a new defence force. 

At what point does the actual termination of hostilities take 
place? 
When a stale based on racial domination no longer exists. If the 
process was in a colonial country, it would be when the 
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documents of independence are signed. In our case, possibly 
when an interim government moves in and the old government 
resigns, when a new force is emerging which can guarantee ihc 
sovereignty and a new constitution. 

The SADF couldn't do that? 
Certainly not. It is a racial force, a creature of race domination. 
We can't conceive of the SADF becoming an apparently non-
political force, just because they are beginning to lecture their 
officers on the need to be non-political. 

On MK itself: Many within the ANC characterise the force 
as an essentially defensive force, established to protect the 
people against state violence. Is that right? 

Looking at MK historically, its founding manifesto indi
cates clearly that it was perceived asa defence mechanism - the 
exact words are: 'There comes a lime in the life of any nation 
when there remain only two choices: submitor fight... we shall 
not submit and have no choice but to hit back by all means ... 
in defence of our people', and later 'Umkhonto will be in the 
front line of the people's defence*. 

There was also a more assertive element the manifesto 
refers to the impossibility of attaining 'the well-being of the 
people ... without the overthrow of the Nationalist govern
ment*. 

But the decision to launch Umkhonto was taken primarily 
because the people needed to be defended against increasing 
violence by the state - die manifesto refers to the choice being 
forced on the liberation movement by the apartheid regime 
because it 'answered every peaceable demand with force and 
yet more force'. 

All avenues of peaceful struggle had been blocked, so the 
history-making decision was taken. 

It was a pragmatic one rather than a theoretical one. 
There are revolutionary movements which, at their founda

tion, addressed the question of seizing state power. These im
mediately recognised and analysed the use of state power and 
the need to develop a force to seize state power. With us that 
was not the ethos. 

So the blows of Umkhonto in the early period were directed 
at reinforcing mass struggle and securing rights, rather than at 
seizing state power. Then, in a short time, there was the Ri vonia 
setback and our movement was nearly extinguished inside the 
country. We had the armed struggle being planned and devel
oped abroad in exile. 

In mat period wc became very taken up with successful 
models... Cuba, Algeria, Vietnam, and later Angola, Mozam
bique and Guinea Bissau. Wc began to develop the idea of 
guerrilla war, bush war. At the ume it seemed the only possi
bility, particularly as our political base inside the country had 
been so wcakened.We were looking at a guerrilla army of the 
bush, such as the one led by Samora Machcl in conditions in 
which, as Samora put it, the political organisation would come 
out of the bush - the guerrillas would create it 

You sec in our documents of the lime, at the Morogoro 
Conference, Strategy and Tactics, and our propaganda, our 
thinking was very much towards a protracted guerrilla war by 
which the masses would be inspired in struggle, organisations 
created, and the regime increasingly paralysed, bled white, its 
resources drained. 

Has that perspective changed? 
It was really only in the 1983-86 period, ihc uprisings in the 

| townships, that we began to sec the prospect of a much shorter 
i path to power. 

The wave that swept the country in ihc '80s was recognised 
as insurrection knocking on the door ... cxciied debate look 
place in the ANC, Umkhonio itself and the Party. This was 
reflected in the ANC and SACP journals and certainly in ihc 
SACP programme of 1989, which for the first time elaborated 
a thesis on insurrection. So by 1969, at the Morogoro confer
ence, wc had moved away from the idea of force as a primarily 
defensive mechanism and had recognised it as a means of 
overthrowing the ruling power - although still, at the lime, with 
protracted guerrilla war as the method. The *83-'86 period 
showed us ihcrc was an alternative method. The 1976 uprisings 
could have taught us that, but my personal view is that ihc 
tremendous pressure on us during and after 1976 to demon-

1 siraic to the people that wc could hit back militarily consumed 
all our energies. 

You talk about concentrating on bush war but, at least in 
the 1970s and 1980s, most actions took place in the urban 
areas. 
Although in our minds wc were locked into ihc idea of rural 
guerrilla warfare, ihc situation was one in which wc were 
inevitably drawn into ihc urban battlegrounds. 

Wc were never exclusive - wc never said armed actions 
should only lake place in the countryside. Wc saw ihc necessity 
to come to the defence of our people in the urban theatre of war 
as well. 

And wc saw thai armed propaganda actions in the urban 
areas had far greater impact than in the rural areas where many 
actions did take place, but without ihc same levels of publicity. 

Nevertheless our perspective was that if wc could develop 
bases in the rural areas, our guerrilla forces would be able to 
grow and become stronger than in ihc urban areas where there 
was less chance of survival. 

So the rural focus was a mistake? 
No, I wouldn't say a mistake under the conditions prevailing at 
the lime. 

Firstly because the need to develop in ihc countryside is 
vital, even in icrms of an iasurrcciionary scenario in which ihc 
urban masses of ihc working classand the youth arc obviously 
crucial. 

Bui thai specific period, following the banningsand Rivonia, 
was one of political recession ... what one might call a deep 
political trough. 

The mciaphor of the waves and troughs of struggle is very 
apposiic. Many revolutionary theorists refer to the ebb and 
flow, the waves and troughs, ihc currents of political struggle 
... it's very close to what actually takes place in mass struggle. 
One of ihc key factors is ihc mood of ihc masses, affected by 

! socio-economic conditions and soon. 
The masses arc always struggling, spontaneously or led in 

protest against their conditions in an exploitative society, 
whatever the socio-economic formation might be. 

Obviously on its own, ihcrc will be no culmination, no 
overthrow. For that you need a vanguard organisation or 
movement with its programme, strategy and tactics, forces and 
means of struggle. 

Look at South African history from the '40s, when mass 
struggle really began lo increase after a period of comparative 
civic peace, as momentum began to grow asa result of changed 
objective conditions ... industrialisation, the war years, cco-
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nomic deprivation, the post-war anti-colonial upsurge. 
You'd sec a wave of struggle - the 1946 miners' strike, for 

example - build up and reach a peak, and then recede. 
The next peak, in 1953 with the defiance campaign, is even 

higherandthesubscquent trough both shallower and of shorter 
duration. And so on ... the 1960 resistance culminating in 
Sharpcville followed by a deep and, comparatively lengthy 
trough. Then the spontaneous strikesof 1973, followedquickly 
by 1976, almost a tidal wave by comparison with the past. 

By 1983 the troughs were getting shallower and far shorter. 
The waves, by contrast, dwarfed anything that came before. 

Following a similar rhythm - or attempting to do so - is the 
subjective clement, the vanguard movement: where the organ
isational efforts of activists synchronise with the energy of the 
masses, the wave becomes much more powerful, as with the 
'46 miners' strike. 

But at limes - the defiance campaign, the early period of 
Umkhonto - you see the vanguard movement's progress ahead 
of the mass mood. 

At others, the early period of the 1983-1986 mass wave for 
example, you see spontaneous mass action leaping ahead. 

vacuum. And to an extent our thinking re
flected that. 

How did MK fit into this shift towards an 
insurrectionary perspective? 
With the development of popular political 
organisation in the 1980s, our movement began 
to perceive the insurrectionary potential. 

I'm not saying this has been resolved to 
date ... my own view is that Umkhonto is a 
people's army and as such not simply a di
vorced military entity. Wc have always thought 
in terms of a thesis of people's war; that what 
is primarily needed is the involvement of the 
masses, the arming of the masses, the devel-
opmentof self-defence units within the masses, 
underground combat units, guerrilla units, the 
various formations of a people's army. 

Inourcountry.wcarc looking ata situation 
in which there is a tradition of popular mass 
organisation. And although we went through 
the post-Rivonia period, by the 1980s one of 
the subjective elements, mass organisation, 
had really developed. 

And in order to develop our armed struggle 
and concept of the people's army we had to 
consider how to involve workers, youth, the 
masses of our people, who had actually dem
onstrated their propensity to do battle with the 
security forces in a spontaneous way. 

Those detachments, those fighting contin
gents, were there. It was an exciting develop
ment and it posed a challenge to those of us 
instrumental in developing Umkhonto. 

There is a model, known to students of 
armed struggle, somewhat different to that of 
the guerrilla in the bush. This takes up the 
question of the revolutionary army, the 
people's army. It is based on three key ele
ments. 

• The core are the professional trained guerrillas, in our case 
Umkhonto. 
• Around this is the army of the masses, the most advanced 
activists who man the barricades, who take on the security 
forces mainly with homemade weapons and explosives. 

These arc the most advanced elements, ready to take up arms 
and be organised into self-defence units, rural, factory and 
community-based. 

One has seen the people's militia in El Salvador and Nica
ragua. In El Salvador this has been developed to a very high 
degree. Of course thcgucrrilla core leads, trains and guides the 
activities of the people's militia and recruits from its ranks. 
These arc the two key elements on the side of the people. 
• The third key clement arc those elements of the enemy 
security forces which arc won over to the side of the revolution 
at crucial times, who refuse to carry out the orders of their 
officers and of the ruling power. 

We've seen very interesting developments taking place in 
the past five years - the mutiny of the troops in Bophuthat-
swana, the big change in the Transkci, black policemen on the 
Rand who arc refusing to serve, going on strike, the Rockman 

But to return to the early MK period, the early to mid-1960s: episode... 
it was one of the deeper troughs, a period of relative political We've also seen many whites neutralised, cither because of 
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their fear of being killed, or simply because they refused, as 
was increasingly becoming the case, to defend a rotten system 
... a moral revulsion for apartheid, which was affecting large 
numbers of citizen force personnel, white troopics. 

In a situation where the crisis is so great, the political 
pressures arc so great, conscript armies can be neutralised -
decomposed from within - that's very much a possibility. The 
situation would affect very large percentages of conscript 
troops and, of course, black police and soldiers. 

The bottom line is numbers. The Achilles heel of while 
supremacy is that to maintain while power, they need while 
unity. And we have seen how white unity has gone through a 
shredding machine over the past years. So if you do your 
arithmetic: the ruling power can mobilise 500 000 white 
soldiers. Of that, 40% - 200 000 - might prove unreliable at a 
point of crisis. And the black units - in the police they make up 
half the force - would be affected. 

In some countries this clement, from wiihin the enemy 
forces, can become a major factor. It did in the Bolshevik 
revolution, for instance. 

In South Africa, given the social composition of the SADF, 
this has offered less obvious possibilities. Perhaps, for our part, 
it was neglected for too long. 

But the successes of the End Conscription Campaign, the 
impact of the civil and political struggle on ihc consciousness 
of the conscripted troops showed the tremendous potential lo 
reach their minds and neutralise a high proportion. 

This would be the model available to study as an alternative 
to that of the army of the bush. 

It is clearly a model more relevant to an insurrectionary 
strategy. 

What does all this say about negotiations? 
Firsdy, we don't have a double agenda; we arc genuine in our 
deep hope that negotiations succeed. 

But the responsibility for lhaisucccss depends on Dc Klerk. 
Just as ihc founding manifesto of Umkhonto says the govern
ment was responsible for forcing us lo resort to armed struggle, 
so too now with Dc Klerk. 

He has recognised that his government cannot go on in the 
old way ... he is far more advanced than his predecessors. And 
he understands if he is tardy about this process, if he's unrea
sonable about democratic change, it is he and his government 
who will create the possibility for renewed revolutionary 
offensive, because they will have frustrated the aspirations of 
the masses by their stubborncss and intractability. 

So the choice is theirs: We are still to sec exactly what their 
agenda is. 

Although I must stress that we do not have a double agenda, 
ii is clear to me as a student of history that the struggle has 
developed to such a level here that it can't be diverted or 
distracted. The people will not accept half-measures, half a 
loaf. 

What we demand is simple, basic democratic rights. 
If Dc Klerk seeks to negate that, the lidc will rise to sweep 

him and the obstacles away. 
The masses will do lhaL In terms of the options which we 

hold - and we have ours, as he has his - our other option is our 
organised strength and capacity, which we must continue to 
build and strengthen. 

There is no moratorium on this. We would never accept a 
moratorium on building our strength, organising our people to 
defend themselves and developing the means to assist in 

achieving democrauc objectives. 
But an actual insurrection, as Joe Slovo has pointed out 

many times - it appears in the The path to power, the party 
programme - depends on a specific moment in time. And that 
momentis not simply man-made. Itdcpendson the moodof the 
masses, and the crises of a particular lime, the role of the 
vanguard movement and, very crucially, on the actions of Ihc 
ruling power. 

We can't foresee when - or even whether - such a moment 
might occur. But we would reserve our right to take the 
decision to act if we find mat the regime, ai such a moment, is 
blocking the path to democracy, is seeking to turn the clock 
back and is resorting to repression. 

That is what ihc ruling powcraiiemptcd in Russia from July 
to October 1917. Lenin's April Thesis in 1917 actually spelled 
out dial (he peaceful way was possible - until the July reaction 
and terror which drove the Bolsheviks underground. The 
Bolsheviks then exercised their option in October, seizing the 
moment and calling for an uprising. 

We would prefer ihc peaceful way because ii is the easier, 
less painful way. 

So the idea of an insurrection is still in the air? 
There appears lo have been a clear scaling down of Umkhonto 
operations since 2 February - mis is our contribution tocrcating 
a climate conducive to negotiations. 

But - and here I'm again speaking as an analyst, not an as 
advocate - we should note that insurrections don't usually take 
place when movements arc deeply underground. They usually 
take place when there is more space, when there arc openings 
created by ihc enforced rcircai of the ruling power. 

In these conditions, where die scmi-lega! and even legal 
possibilities of developing combat and defence units by the 
masses have increased substantially, there is tremendous scope. 

Consider what happened in February and October 1917 - the 
scope for insurrection opened up tremendously after February. 
In that situation, if a ruling power attempts to turn back to 
repression, an acuic crisis can emerge providing the moment 
for an uprising. 

This is why 1 keep saying the responsibility is on De Klerk: 
ihcrc won't be a need for an uprising - the moment won'tarisc 
- if the negotiation process stays on course and he shows he's 
serious about il.Thc situation since 2 February has opened up 
enormous energy and possibilities for the sircngdiening of die 
liberation movement. And there is a very volatile situation in 
this country, it is explosive: the impoverish men i of Ihc masses 
is reaching unbearable levels. 

As an exile who has just returned home, I'm absolutely 
shocked at how material conditions have declined in areas like 
Alexandra, in Wintcrvcldi, in Inandaand the valleys of Natal. 
The impoverishment isacutc and we sec militant local struggles 
taking place everywhere - and atlacks by police on the people. 

The combustible elements, the insurrectionary elements ... 
the mood is there. If the government is incapablcof addressing 
grievances, and this process proves incapable of dealing with 
ihc aspirations, then insurrectionary possibilities arc on the 
cards.Thc wave now rising will be irresistible. 

Inherent in the logic of his choice, Dc Klerk has to move fast 
to stay ahead of what the ruling power fears most, the masses. 
The ruling power is haunted by the '83-'86 uprisings. If Dc 
Klerk fails toallow for a negotiated solution then, and speaking 
stricUy as a student of history, one foresees the whole issue 
being settled in the streets. • 
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SOCIALISM 

ordan on 
the Party 

Pallo Jordan responds to SACP 
general-secretary Joe Slovo's 
discussion paper 'Has Socialism 
Failed?' This is an edited version of 
Jordan's response; his paper, The 
Crisis of Conscience in the SACP', 
is published in full in the latest 
edition of Transformation 
magazine. 
Jordan is a member of the ANC 
national executive committee 

T 
he mosi refreshing aspect of Joe Slovo's discussion 
paper is Ihe candour and honesty with which many of 

H the problems of 'existing socialism' arc examined. A 
few years ago, no-one in the South African Communist 

Party (SACP) would have dared to cast such a critical light on 
the socialist countries. 'Anti-Soviet*, 'anti-communist', or 
'anti-Party' were the dismissive epithets reserved for those 
who did. We can but hope the publication of the discussion 
paper spells the end of such practices. 

It is clear too that much of the heart-searching that required 
Slovo to put pen to paper was prompted by the harrowing 
events of the past 12 months, which culminated in the Roma
nian masses — in scenes reminiscent of the storming of the 
Winter Palace—storming the headquarters of the Communist 
Party of Romania. 

We may expect that, just as in 1956 and 1968, there will 
flow from many pens essays of disillusionment and despair 
written by ex-communists who have recently discovered the 
sterling qualities of late capitalism. 

Slovo remains a communist, convinced that the future of 
humankind lies in the socialist development of society and the 
social ownership of property. This is a creed he has lived by all 
his adult life, and he therefore feels compelled to explain what 
could have gone so terribly wrong as to bring about the events 
we witnessed in Romania. 

I read and re-read Slovo's paper in the hope of finding such 
an explanation, but it proved well-nigh impossible to discover 
a coherent account of what had gone wrong. Reducing the 
arguments advanced in his discussion paper to their barest 
minimum we arc left with a handful of causes which beg a 

number of questions rather than answer them. 
Slovo points to the backwardness of a war-weary Russia, 

forced to build socialism in one country because the European 
revolutions it had hoped for failed to materialise. He also 
attributes a degree of blame to the necessities imposed upon the 
Bolsheviks by the intervention of capitalist powers in 1918. He 
discerns, too, a rather mechanical dismissal of the virtues of 
bourgeois democracy by Lenin in The State and Revolution, 
and detects some responsibility attaching to the non-existence 
of 'democratic traditions' in Tsarist Russia. 

Lastly, he faults all the ruling communist Parties for institu
tionalising their role as 'vanguard' through law rather than on 
the basis of popular endorsement by the working class and the 
majority of society. 

The combination of these factors acting on each other, by 
Slovo's account, led to the one-party dictatorship over the 
proletariat and society. To sum up, he offers one major objec
tive factor (economic backwardness in the context of war-
weariness coupled with political isolation) plus four subjective 
factors. 

S lovo acknowledges that there were terrible abuses of po
litical, civil and human rights in all countries in the 
socialist bloc. He admits also that during the days of the 

Comintern (and perhaps even after) the interests of other 
parties and peoples were often subordinated to the perceived 
intcrcstsof the Soviet Union. He docs not dispute the mounting 
evidence of corruption and moral degeneration among the CP 
leaders in many of these countries - leading to the scandalous 
charges of graft, money-laundering and skimming off die lop! 

r r 
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He has identified the symptoms ofthe illness but not its basic 
causes. He has, perhaps, also provided us with evidence that in 
a particular economic and social climate the viruses that give 
rise to the illness may thrive and prove more lethal, but we 
remain with the illness itself undiagnosed. 

Marxism prides itself in its ability to uncover the reality that 
lies hidden behind appearances. Marxists therefore cannot be 
content with expressions of shock, horror and condemnation. 
It is our task to explain what has led to the atrocities we 
condemn! This is the missing clement in Slovo's otherwise 
useful discussion paper. 

Among the Marxist-Leninist parties that once constituted 
the world communist movement, attempts to come to grips 
with the problems of socialist construction are extremely rare 
and have for decades been muted if not actively suppressed. 
This is as true of the South African Communist Party (perhaps 
more so) as it is of the communist parties that have achieved 
power and ofthe others. The exceptions to this pattern were the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in the immediate aftermath 
of the uprising in Poland and Hungary during 1966; and the 
Italian Communist Party, after the death of Togliatti, when it 
began to define a new identity for itself. 

Previous to this, the only other attempts were undertaken in 
the ranks of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union itself, by 
the two oppositions associated with Trotsky-Zinoviev and 
Bukharin. This tradition has been almost totally suppressed in 
the communist movement and despite the political rehabilita
tion of Bukharin and the judicial rehabilitation of Trotsky, 
Zinovicv and the other left oppositionists, is still largely 
forgotten. 

Latter-day Marxist oppositionists have been branded as 
'counter-revolutionaries', 'spies' and 'provocateurs' by the 
Communist Party in much the same way as their predecessors 
(Trotsky, Zinovicv, Bukharin, etc) were so labelled in their 
frame-up trials of the 1930s. Their works have conscqucnUy 
been ignored, only to be taken up by the real counter-revolu
tionaries, spies and provocateurs, as sticks to beat the left in 
general. 

T he concept, 'the dictatorship of the proletariat', which 
owes more to French revolutionary practice than to 
Marx and Engels, may have to bear some blame for the 

horrors perpetrated in its name. Il was precisely this that the 
CCP attempted to examine in 1957 in a short pamphlet titled 
On the Historical Experience of the Dictatorship ofthe Prole
tariat. 

In analyzing the previous 40 ycars(1917-1957) the Chinese 
communists drew analogies between the socialist revolution 
and the bourgeois democratic revolution. They correctly assert 
that for the first 100 years of its existence bourgeois democracy 
was in fact precisely that - democracy for the bourgeoisie - as 
only the property owners had the vote. 

The pamphlet went on to argue that while the proletarian 
dictatorship was imperfect and deformed in many ways, most 
of these distortions were attributable to the security considera
tions imposed by capitalist encirclement and active hostility. 
Its basic character, however, was sound because of its commit
ment to the creation of a classless society. 

In what was then an amazing departure from conventional 
orthodoxies, the CCP argued that the diciatorship of the prole
tariat had already given rise to a variety of institutional forms. 
Among those il enumerated ihe Yugoslav system of worker's 
councils, the Chinese 'People's Democratic Dictatorship*, etc. 

This was among the first official CP documents to suggest 
I the Soviet model was not universally applicable. 

The Italian communists in many respects followed a line 
similar to the Chinese until the mid-1980s, when Enrico 
Bcrlingucr castigated the Soviet model as a failure which 
should be abandoned. During the I970s,a whole rangcof other 
parties also took the plunge but most of their writing was 
unoriginal, repeating the formulation of others. 

The class character of the Soviet model (which was applied 
in most socialist countries) has been precisely the central focus 
among Marxists who take their inspiration from the Bolshevik 

i oppositionists and other East European critics of Stalinism. In 
(heir polemics against Sialin and Stalinism, both Trotsky and 
Bukharin make reference to ihc class character of Sovici 
society ai the time. The same is irue of the Yugoslav opposi
tionist, Milovan Djilas, in his The New Class; Modzelewski 
and Kuron, two Polish oppositionists from the 1960s, also 

i point to the class roots of ihe degeneration of the socialist 
I countries, as docs Bahro, ihe most rcccni left critic of Sialinism 
; from inside a ruling Communist Party in his The Alternative in 

Eastern Europe. 
While Slovo recognises that the socialist countries degener

ated into police stales, with ihciradministraiive and repressive 
organs possessed of inordinate powers, he never seems lo 
broach the rather obvious questions: what gave rise to the need 
for such practices? Was it noi to contain and suppress a 
fundamentally explosive contradiction in these societies that 

1 the ruling parties constructed such formidable armouries of 
i police powers? 

T he most famous critic of Stalinism was doubtlessly 
Leon Trotsky. Setting aside our opinion of him and his 
political career, we can nonetheless agree that, employ

ing themcthod of historical materialism, he provided one of the 
1 most original critiques of ihc Sovici system. Il was Troisky's 

contention thai ihc backwardness of Russia, Ihc depredations 
'• of ihc War of Intervention followed by the famine, and the 
, failure of the European revolution, conspired lo so isolate die 
I young Soviet republic that it was compelled to fall back on its 
i own meagre resources in order to survive. 

The price exacted was lhat a bureaucratic caste, drawn from 
the working class leadership itself, was able to usurp power 
from ihc proletariat, which required their expertise and skill lo 
maintain the state. This caste, having developed from within 

I the working class and ensconced in iis party, employing the 
language of socialism and forced to defend the gains of October 
(on which its very existence depended) was nonetheless a 

; parasitic layer battening onto die surplus produced by the 
working class. 

According lo this account, a unique relationship developed 
- it was not exploitative in die true sense, since die bureaucracy 
did noi own the means of production; yet it was exploitative in 
the sense thai ihc bureaucracy was above ihe class of direct 
producers and consumed die surplus. According to Trotsky, 
ihe dictatorship of Sialin was the political expression of this 
fraught internal contradiction. 

While Bukharin would have parted company wiih Troisky 
as regards hisconclusions, he nonetheless sought toemploy ihc 
same method, historical materialism, to explain the problems 
of Soviet society. Bukharin stressed die social character of the 

; alliance between die proletariat and the peasantry, which 
underlay Sovici power. According lo him, the problems arose 

I as a result of the abandonment of the New Economic Pro-
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gramme (NEP) in favour of ihc five year plans. All these, 
Bukharin charged, were premised on the accumulation of 
capital at the expense of the peasantry and were bound to 
rupture the alliance. Having ruptured the peasant-worker alli
ance, the Soviet state lost the support of the vast majority of the 
population and was consequently tempted to act no differently 
than the Tsarist state before it - in a dictatorial manner. 
Bukharin and Trotsky concurred that Stalin had become the 
leader of this omnipotent state and epitomised its cruelty and 
callousness. 

Most subsequent oppositional writings, with the exception 
of the Chinese and the Italians, derive from these two main 
sources or at any rate regard them as their baseline. Milovan 
Djilas, for example, contended the process of socialist con
struction had brought into being a 'new class', unknown to the 
Marx ist c lassies and to the experience of bourgeois soc iology. 
Its power derived from its control over the mcansof production 
(rather than ownership) and its capacity to command the 
labour-power of others. 

The locus of this 'new class', Djilas argued, was the leader
ship of the Communist Party. 

Rudolph Bahro, an erstwhile member of the Socialist Unity 
Party of the CDR, holds that Stalinism was inevitable in the 
context of a backward Russia that still awaited the capitalist 
development of the productive forces. 'Despotic industrialisa
tion' was the necessary outcome of the drive to transform an 
agrarian into an urban industrial society. Stalinism, by his 
account, had outlived its historically necessary role once an 
industrial base had been established. However, because the 
bureaucracy created to manage this earlier phase had acquired 
a vested interest in the prerequisites of power, it resisted change 
to the point of violence, as in Czechoslovakia in 1968. 

This bureaucracy, he argued, behaved like a class in that it 
is able to reproduce itself, through easier access to better 
education; favoured treatment for its members and their fami
lies; special status in all spheres of public life. 

These explanations apart, it is true that Stalin's approach 
was actually supported by the overwhelming majority of 
Sovictcommunislsinthe 1920s and 1930s. Both the Trotskyism 
and the Bukharinists were outvoted in the Party congresses. It 
was precisely because he had such support that Stalin found it 

possible to perpetrate the abuses of the the late 1930s and 
1940s. 

The only anti-Stalinist who accepts and has sought to 
explain the pro-Stalin consensus in thcCPSU is Isaac Deutscher, 
who asserts that by a skillful combination of Marxist rhetoric 
and appeal to Russian nationalism Stalin was able to weld 
together an alliance among the party apparatus and the basi
cally conservative bureaucracy—at thecxpenseof the CPSU's 
revolutionary traditions. 

Whether one accepts it or not, this oppositional intellectual 
tradition must be taken into account by a Marxist who wishes 
to understand the 'socialist countries'. 

O ne question we have to ask is: could a new class of bu
reaucrats, who have acquired an identity and interests 
apart from the rest of society, possibly have come into 

existence? 
Historical materialism teaches that the basis of class lies in 

social productive relations, and not in the real or apparent 
relative influence of individuals. To answer this question leads 
us straight back to the classic Marxian definition of the dicta
torship of the proletariat, which Fricdrich Engels discerned in 
the institutions of the Paris Commune of 1871. 

Apart from democratising the state, the Paris Commune 
attempted to create a legislature and administration that would 
remain close to the working people. This was institutionalised 
in the law that no law-maker or civil servant should cam a 
salary higher than that of a skilled workman: intended in the 
first instance, to discourage those who saw government service 
as a means of self-enrichment; and to contain the tendency for 
the legislators to become alienated from ihcirconsiitucncics. A 
second provision, linked to the first, subjected all legislators to 
immediate recall by the electors, imposing on them greater 
accountability to the voters. 

One would be very hard put to find a single socialist country 
that has adopted these sound principles as the basis for govern
ment. If the evidence of recent events is to be believed, it seems 
clear that they were honoured in blatant breach. The hunting 
lodges, the exclusive suburbs and ornate palaces of the 'prole
tarian dictators', indicate gross violation of the intent of the 
model handed down by the Paris Commune. If one were to 
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judge by the evidence of this alone one could indeed be 
persuaded that wc had witnessed the emergence of a new class. 

What, then, were the social productive relations in the 
existing socialisms? 

It is clear that a number of modes of production existed side 
by side in the socialist countries and that among them one could 
point to a variety of social productive relations. While this is 
true, wc can also refer to a dominant mode, based on suite-
owned property. The Stalin model, whose roots lie in the 
specifics of Soviet history, shall for purposes of ibis paper 
serve as the universal model. 

The Stalin model had its origins in the defeat of the left and 
right oppositionists toStalin during the 1920s and the 1930s. It 
involved a dramatic reversal of all the policies pursued during 
the NEP and the near toial 'statisation' of the economy. The 
task of the state as understood by the pro-Stalin majority in the 
CPSU was to set in motion the processes of primitive socialist 
accumulation. The techniques employed to achieve this were 
not altogether different from those related to the early phases 
of capitalism. Coercion and extra-legal methods became the 
order of the day. These in turn created their own dynamic. The 
egalitarian ethos, which had been the hallmark of the commu
nists during the period of War Communism, was replaced by 
a strongly anti-egalitarian ethic, decreed from the topmost 
leadership of the CPSU. The rationale for these steps was 
elementary - there was no way of enforcing work discipline 
other than the methods which served capitalism so well. 

The impact of the war and the famine had drastically 
transformed the Bolshevik Party since 1917. At ihc end of the 
Civil War, it had become a party of committeemen, profes
sional revolutionaries, administrators and slate functionaries 
rather than a party of working class militants rooted in their 
factories and their neighbourhoods. It was less and less die 
working class, but the committeemen, the cadres and function
aries who served in these capacities, who framed policy. 

The extent to which this was true is evident from the census 
of party membership published by the central control commis
sion of the CPSU in 1927: 
Workers engaged in industry and transport: 430 000 
Agricultural workers: 15 700 
Peasants: 151 500 
Government officials of peasant origins: 151 500 
Other government officials: 462 000 

The disproportionate representation of state officials was 
perhaps unavoidable in the light of the demandsof the moment, 
but it has to be admitted that it changed very fundamentally the 
character of the CPSU. 

SOCIALISM 

A s early as 1921, the 'Workers Opposition' grouping 
complained bitterly about the introduction of one per
son management in all the factories. The relegation of 

the Committees for Workers' Control at factory and plant 
level, though important for efficiency, stripped the working 
class of a most fundamental conquest of the October revolution 
- the power to determine the character and the ryihym of the 
labour process. The Soviets loo saw their power diminished by 
appointments made by the apparatus. The Bolsheviks har
vested the bitter fruits of these developments when the sailors 
of iheKronsiadi garrison,known from the daysof Ociobcr and 
through the War of Intervention for their heroism and revolu
tionary zeal, mutinied in March 1921, denouncing the Soviet 

criminal thing the communists have created is moral servitude: 
they laid their hands even on the inner life of the toilers and 
compelled them to think only in the communist way...Wim the 
aid of militarized trade unions they have bound the workers to 
their benches and have made labour not intoa joy but intoa new 
slavery.' 

In both his works, From NEP to Socialism and The New 
Economics written during the 1920s, the left oppositionist 
Eugene Prcobrazhcnsky makes clear that in the absence of 
massive capital inflows from advanced countries, the Soviet 
Union would have no option but to construct its industrial base 
at the expense of the peasantry. It was his contention also that 
the proletariat would have to submit itself to the most rigourous 
work discipline in order to build at breakneck speed. 

By 1934,LazarKaganovich,oncof Stalin's leading hench
men, could remark mat 'the earth should tremble when the 
director is entering the factory'. This new style 'socialist' 
director was conceived of asa petty tyrant on his own patch and 
all other structures in the factory - such as the trade union • 
existed not to obstruct or contain his power but rather to assist 
it in realising its objectives. 

The demands of constructing an industrial society in condi-
lionsof economic backwardness in a huge territory surrounded 
by extremely hostile enemies, placed enormous strains on the 
political institutions of the young Soviet republic. The Bolshe
viks had never been a mass party, even of the working class, 
before or after the Ociobcr revolution. The party had won the 
confidence and support of millions of workers and soldiers. 
Land reforms also earned ihcm support among the peasants, 
and the nationalities programme gained ihcm ihc confidence of 
ihe Asiatic peoples formerly oppressed by Tsarism. 

It was only at the end of lhai war that one can properly say 
ihc Bolsheviks began to rule. Though they had fought to defend 
ihc conquests of the revolution - especially land - the peasants 
in fact had not become solid supporters of the Bolshevik party. 

The dispersal of the urban proletariat, as the factories 
ground to a hall and mass starvation threatened the cities, 
meant that the Bolsheviks also lost their anchor in ihe working 
class. Taking fright ai these developments, the Tenth Party 
Congress, in March 1921, instituted the mosi fateful reforms of 
the party statutes, outlawing factions. The sixth thesis of the the 
resolution on party unity explicitly prescribed expulsion for 
anyone who did not observe this new rule. More fateful were 
the Resolutions on the Syndicalist and Anarchist Deviation in 
our Party adopted at the same congress. For the first lime in the 
history of the communist movement, a 'deviation' was de
clared as treason to die working class. The relevant section 
states: 'Hence, die views of the "workers opposition" and of 
like-minded elements arc not only wrong in theory, but in 
practice, and an expression of pctly bourgeois anarchist waver
ing, in practice weaken theconsisicncy of the leading lincof ihc 
Communist Parly, and help the class enemies of the proletarian 
revolution'. 

The rcsuliof these reforms was the reversal of long-standing 
Bolshevik practice, which had permitted like-minded mem
bers of the party lo combine and present a common platform lo 
the party for debate and resolution. A few weeks before ihc 
Tcnm Party Congress such a debate, on die Trade Union 
Question', had just been concluded. During the course of die 
debate. Pravda had published a scries of articles representing 
different viewpoints among ihc CPSU leadership, and ai lcasi 

government as a new tyranny. The Temporary Revolutionary three public debates had been held in Moscow and Leningrad, 
Committee of Kronstadt declared: 'The most halcful and at which the various viewpoints were aired before an audience 
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of party militants and the public. 
Many who voted for the resolutions of the Tenth Party 

Congress and subsequently became oppositionists had these 
fateful words flung back at them in later years. But while wiser 
counsels prevailed in the Politburo of the CPSU no party 
member needed to fear his/her safety. The congress resolved 
'...lo wage an unswerving and systematic ideological struggle 
against these ideas'. 

As yet struggle was aimed at the incorrect ideas - the sin, so 
to speak, but not the sinner. However, the malignancy had been 
planted in the body of the party and all it required was a new 
environment, provided by the death of Lenin, for it to become 
dangerous. Just as Zinoviev and Trotsky supported the outlaw
ing of ideas of the 'Workers Opposition* in 1921, so too did 
Bukharin, in 1927, support the outlawing of those of the Right 
Opposition. Each of these successive layers prepared the 
ground for their own demise by compromising the intellectual 
climate in the party and its traditions of debate and ideological 
contestation. Thus once the CPSU succumbed to the impera
tives of primitive socialist accumulation, there was no mecha
nism to break out of the logic of this grim cycle. Once caught 
on this treadmill, the party leadership either kept going or went 
under. 

The regime this system imposed in the factories, plants and 
fields was as authoritarian as it was rigid. The concept 'aliena
tion' employed by the young Marx to describe the plight of the 
worker in capitalist industry has been borrowed in this instance 
by Slovo to explain the profound scepticism (if not cynicism) 
of the Soviet workers about their employers - the 'socialist' 
state. In the capitalist countries, the attitude of workers is de
termined by their age-old recognition that no matter how much 
their immediate conditions might improve, the relationship 
with their employers remains exploitative. 

There appears to be a similar feeling in the Soviet Union, 
fuelled no doubt also by the regime of lies and falsehood that 
the logic of monolithism compelled the CPSU to embrace. If 
ideological deviation equals class enemy ideology, was it not 
logical that the bearer of that ideology was also a class enemy? 

Thus did the wheel come full circle - since the Party fell it 
could no longer rely on the working class, it fell back on its own 
resources and instituted a system of control essentially no 
different from that of the capitalists; but having chosen that 
option it left itself no means to reconquer working class 
confidence and, though ruling in that class's name, both it and 
the working class knew that this was a lie, eroding further the 
working class's confidence in the party. 

B ut was it inevitable, given the complex of circum
stances and the historical legacy of Tsarist Russia, that 
the first socialist state should evolve in this direction? 

Related to this question is a second: did Stalinism and its 
horrors flow logically from Leninism and Marxist theory? 
Throughout this paper I have sought to show lhat the Soviet 
leadership faced a range of alternatives at all the crucial turning 
points in its history. Inevitability is therefore not part of the 
question. I am persuaded that a number of circumstances -
among which wecannotcxcludepersonality -conspired to bias 
their choices in particular directions. 

Havingchoscn those specific options, the Soviet leadership, 
by that action, foreclosed others. Rather than inevitability, 
what we are dealing with is necessity. This implies an clement 
of choice, but not an unlimited choice, for the alternatives 
themselves arc structured by previous choices and inherited 

circumstances. To speak with the Karl Marx of The Eighteenth 
Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte.'Mcn make their own history, 
but they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under 
circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances 
directly encountered, given and transmitted from the past1. 

Necessity, Marx tells us, plays itself out in the shape of 
accidents. In this regard one may say that it was an accident that 
Lenin died at a time when his leadership qualities might have 
prevented the tensions he detected within the CPSU from 
spilling over into splits. Equally, it may be counted as an 
accident that the man who became general secretary of the 
CPSU was a ruthless Georgian defrocked priest. Yet another 
accident was the murder of Kirov immediately after the 1935 
'Congress of the Victors'. But it was all these accidents that 
conspired with given circumstances and those created by the 
CPSU's own choices, to place inordinate power in the handsof 
Stalin and his henchmen. It is this uncanny synchronisation of 
chance and causality lhat constitutes necessity. 

I f SIovo's discussion paper is to serve any useful purpose, it 
must at the very least assistcommunists in coming to terms 
with the history of their movement. This requires lhat they 

begin to settle accounts with ihc oppositionists, left and right, 
who have stood up courageously against the degradation of the 

! ideals of communism. South African communists would do 
: well to turn to the worksof anti-Stalinist Marxistsandcommu-
; (lists to rediscover the true meaning of this vision which has 

persuaded thousands of militants to lay down their lives; which 
has inspired thousands with courage to storm the citadels of 
powcrcven when theoddsappcarcd insuperable; which moved 
great artists to create magnificent works. The SACP owes it to 
itself and to the cause it espouses that it boldly grasp this nettle. 

One cannot accept at face value SIovo's protestations about 
the SACP's non-Stalinist credentials. Firstly, there is loo much 
evidence to ihc contrary. Any regular reader of SACP publica
tions can point to a pcrsisicni pattern of praise and support for 
every violation of freedom perpetrated by the Soviet leader
ship, both before and after the death of Stalin. It is all loo easy 
in the context of Soviet criticisms of this past for Slovo to 
boldly come forward. Secondly, the political culture nurtured 
by the SACP's leadership over ihc years has produced a spirit 
of intolerance, pcity intellectual thuggery and political dissem
bling among its membership which regularly emerges in ihc 
pagcsofboih ihc African Conwiunist and Urnsebenzi. If we arc 
to be persuaded that the party had indeed embraced the spirit of 
honesty and openess expected of Marxists, it has an obligation 
to demonstrate this by a number of visible measures. 

As a token of the SACP's commitmeni to a new path and 
political practice, SIovo's discussion paper could serve as the 
opening sally in a dialogue among Souih African socialists, 
including every persuasion, to re-examine the meaning of 
socialism and the implications of its distortions in the socialist 
countries. An unsparing interrogation of this past can help to 
salvage something from ihc tragedy of existing socialism. 

To draw an analogy with the bourgeois revolution, it re
quired the imperial tyranny of Napoleon, ihc restoration of the 
Bourbons, ihc farcical empire of ihc younger Napoleon and 

[ defeat at the handsof Prussia for the French bourgeoisie to fully 
appreciate the greatness of the men of 1789-95. Perhaps 
socialism has had to pass through a similar painful infancy and 

j adolescence for communists lo recognise the true stature of 
i those who opposed Stalin, his henchmen and their successors 

in Eastern Europe. • 
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PAC 

After almost 30 years in 
the political twilight zone, 
the PAC has undergone a 
significant revival. 
• Gary van Staden 
examines the movement's 
options on negotiations 
• Allan Hirsch looks at 
the PAC's economic 
document 
• Robyn Rafel reports on 
the tensions between 
Nactu s Africanist and BC 
adherents 
• A WIP correspondent 
focuses on the joint ANC-
PAC peace initiative in 
the Eastern Cape 

The way of 
the empty hand 
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PAC 

W ith South Africa's political tem
perature high and rising, for 
pure heating power few ques

tions can match that which asks: What 
about the Pan-Africanist Congress? 

Five years ago few would have both
ered. That alone says much about the 
revival of Africanism in the late 1980s. 

The issue is no longer whether the 
PAC has emerged from the political 
twilight it occupied for nearly three 
decades. That is established fact. 

The questions which now arise arc: 
• What is the extent of the revival - both 
organisationally and in terms of popular 
support? 
• Can the organisation escape its un
happy past? 
• And does it represent a threat to the 
near-hegemonic position of the African 
National Congress? 

Before addressing these questions, 
several points should be noted. 

The first is that despite some of the 
rhetoric currently emanating from its 
supporters-'one settler, one bullet'being 
the most contentious - despite its black 
exclusivist history, and despite its ambi
guity towards 'white liberals', the PAC 
is no longer a racist orcxclusivist organi
sation. 

Secondly, any attempt to accurately 
measure levels of PAC support against 
those of the ANC or any other competi
tors can achieve little conclusive. 

It clearly does not draw as many sup
porters to its public gatherings • witness 
this year's June 16 meetings. And its 
opposition to the joint ANC-Congress of 
South African Trade Unions-United 
Democratic Front stayaway on 2 July 
met with limited success. 

But the only true test of popular sup
port is at the polls, when all adult South 
Africans are given the chance to demo
cratically elect their representatives. 

That said, three points can be made 
with safely: 
• The PAC is not the largest political 
organisation in South Africa; 
• The ANC currently appears to enjoy 
majority support; 
• The PAC, however, is a significant 
component of the South African body 
politic. 

In attempting to answer the specific 
questions outlined earlier, it is necessary 
to examine some of the factors contribut
ing to the revival of Africanism. 

These include an improvement in the 
quality of the organisation's leadership; 
the resumption of PAC-inspircd insur
gency; a substantial increase in external 

PAC: Walking on 
its own t ightrope 
The PAC's revival is now established. But it is not yet 
clear that the organisation can retain or build on its new
found influence. Gary van Staden reports 

support and its international representa
tion (the number of missions abroad has 
tripled in the past five years, and now 
exceeds that of the South African gov
ernment); and a perception that the ANC 
failed to take full advantage of favour
able conditions existing from late-1984 
to mid-1986. 

A n additional factor has since been 
added: the ANC's readiness to 
seek a negotiated end to apart-

For the PAC itself, the issue of nego
tiations is not without risk, and the 
movcmcnt'srcsponsc will providca cru
cial test of its leadership. 

While the PAC may gain in the short-
term from dissatisfaction over the ANC's 
willingness to sit down with President 
FW dc Klerk, its current stance could put 
it in dangcrof being ruled outof the game 
entirely. 

The attitude the PAC currcnUy adopts 
is that it will have nothing to do with 
negotiations while they remain in the 
preliminary or pre-bargaining stage. 

This enables it to politically 'outbid' 
the ANC - retaining a political purity 
which allows it to give its constituents a 
message it believes they want to hear. 

Once negotiations begin addressing 
substantive issues - once they begin to 
address the issue and distribution of state 
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power - ihe PAC has iwo options: 
• It can stay out and hope to prevent 
implementation of any agreement which 
may emerge - much as the Patriotic Front 
did in Zimbabwe over the Ian Smith-
Abel Muzorewa accord; or 
• it can join the process in the hope of 
negotiating a slice of the political power 
cake. 

But the first option requires of the 
PAC sufficient political strength on the 
ground to block implementation of 
whatever is agreed. And while no con
clusive data may yet be available on the 
movement's strength, it can safely be 
assumed thai it does not command ma
jority support-

It must therefore fall back on the sec
ond option: joining the process. But this 
would mean losing whatever advantage 
its current "outbidding* position has 
gained it. 

An additional complicating factor is 
that the PAC seems to have been unable 
to reap the potential profits of its 'outbid
ding' position. 

At least part of the reason for this is the 
continued absence of its exiled leader
ship. Because of its current stance on 
negotiations, and its public position that 
'what has not been won on the battlefield 
cannot be won at the negotiating tabic", 
the movement's exiled leaders cannot 
return without losing face. 

An additional concern for the organi
sation is the potentially damaging possi
bility that a return of the PAC's exiled 
leadership would not generate the same 
level of public response as that of relum
ing ANC leaders. 

There may, however, be advantages 
to an early return. The presence inside 
the country of the major figures of its 
exiled leadership - Johnson Mlambo, 
Gora Ebrahim, Joe Mkwanazi and Lc-
saoana Makhanda - would substantially 
boost its media and political profile and 
add to its local leadership corps. 

The PAC is thus at a crossroads. And 
there is not a great deal of time to choose 
which path to take - its 'outbidding' 
option is unlikely to last beyond the first 
quarter of next year, when substantive 
negotiations are likely to start. 

And it may be a case of now or never. 
Two of ihc answers to the specific 

questions posed above may well depend 
on the PAC's decision. 

The PAC's revival, whatever iis ex
tent to date, has already begun to run out 
of steam and needs a decisive injection to 
keep it going. 

As regards the threat it could pose to 

PAC's Barney Desai addressing a rally. At his feet is the contentious 
slogan, One settler, one bullet 
the ANC's dominant position, this de
pends largely on how the PAC uses its 
various advantages. But even if it uses 
them all to maximum effect it is unl ikely 
that it could emerge as a real threat, al
though it bears repeating that this will 
only be demonstrated on election day. 

I n the interim there arc signs that the 
PAC is shifting position slightly on 
negotiations. 
While it remains adamant that the 

time is not yet ripe to enter the negotia
tion process, it has not ruled out the 
possibility in the future. 

Current PAC thinking holds that Dc 
Klerk's government is trying to buy it
self time rather than seriously contem
plating handing over power. 

Under these circumstances, the PAC 
is demanding, before it will contemplate 
participation, the removal of the Popula
tion Registration Act, die Land Act, the 
Constitution Act (establishing the tri-
cameral parliament), the Bantu Educa
tion Act and the acts establishing the 
bantustans. 

The route to possible future participa
tion is thus open. And there arc several 
factors nudging the movement down it -
primarily the inviability of its posited 
alternatives: armed struggle and interna
tional pressure on De Klerk. 

The PAC clearly commands greater 
influence today than at any time since the 
Sharpcvillc uprising. The organisation's 
own actions will demonstrate whether it 
can maintain or improve that influence." 
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PAC 

Forced to come to terms with its shrinking membership, Nactu now also faces 
tensions between its Africanist and BC adherents. Robyn Rafel reports 

NACTU: 
A little bit of this 
and a little bit of that 
U nlike its larger counterpart, the 

Congress of SouUi African Trade 
Unions (Cosalu) — which has 

pinned its flag to the Chartcrist banner— 
the National Council of Trade Unions 
(Nactu) has never adopted a party-politi
cal position. 

Yet il is common cause thai just as 
Cosalu has its workcrists and populists, 
so Nactu has its Africanists and black 
consciousness adherents. And, as former 
general secretary Phiroshaw Camay was 
oficn quick to point oul, there arc some 
Chartcrisis and Trotskyism in the mix as 
well. 

It is difficult to quantify the precise 
effect ihatlhcunbanningofthcPAC, and 
the mobilisation that has taken place in 
Africanist ranks since then, has had on 
Nactu. But at least two observations can 
be made: 
• despite denials by Nactu officials, the 
ideological war between Africanists and 
BC supporters continues; 
• there is a big question mark over the 
likelihood of further co-operation be
tween Nactu and Cosalu on anything 
other than the campaign against ihe 
Labour Relations AcL And now that the 
government is gelling in on ihc act — 
Ihroughaworkinggroup established after 
the iwo federations and the S A Co-ordi-
naiing Committee on Labour (Saccola) 
met president FW de Klerk - even thai is 
no longer certain, given Nactu's anti-
collaborationisi position. 

With the benefit of hindsight il seems 

clear that Nactu's problems must have 
begun at the federation's birth in October 
1986, when the Council of Unions of 
South Africa (Cusa) merged with ihc 
A/anian Confederation of Trade Unions 
(Azaciu). Both had pulled ouiof the lalks 
thai led to ihe formation of Cosatu in 
December 1985, the issue being their 
insistence lhai only blacks should hold 
leadership positions in unions. Cusa had 
participated in those talks from the start 
- indeed Camay always maintained lhai 
the unity talks began at its initiative. 
Azactu's in vol vemeni came aia laic stage 
and, given its BC bent, was never some
thing to be taken seriously. 

Cusa organised along industrial lines 
J and, unlike the so-called 'community 
I unions' which adopted a Chartcrist posi-
| lion and became affiliates of ihe UDF, 

elected not lo become affiliated to any 
political grouping. And il was common 
cause lhai ihe dominant strains within 
Cusa were those of BC and Africanism, 
and thai the Federation of South African 
Trade Unions (Fosalu) had workcrisiand 
populisiyChartcrisi elements. 

The federation was initially known as 
Cusa-Azaciu and said il had 420 000 
signcd-up members in 23 affiliated un
ions, of whom 284 000 were paid-up. 
Cusa was by far the larger partner; ihc 
only sizeable Azaciu affiliate was the 
Black Allied Mining & Construction 
Workers' Union (Bamcwu), which 
waged a highly successful anti-asbcsios 
campaign in the mid-1980s. 

At Nactu's August 1988 congress, in 
a development that was symptomatic of 
the changes thai had occured in ihe fed
eration since its formation, BC-hardliner 
Pandelani Nefolovhodwe was ousted as 
first assistant general secretary and re
placed by Cunningham Ngcukana, an 
Africanist. 

Africanists also captured other key 
positions: James Mndawcni, who had 
also been president of Cusa, was re
elected president. He is an Africanist. So 
is Patricia de Lille, who was elected vice-
president - the first woman lo serve on 
Nactu's NEC. De Lille was assigned the 
foreign affairs portfolio of the Pan-Afri
canist Movement (PAM) when thai or
ganisation, now the internal Pan-Afri-
canist Congress (PAC), was formed on 2 
December last year. Africanists also 
occupy pivotal positions in many affili
ates. 

The congress also revealed thai 
Nactu's fortunes had undergone a drastic 
decline - membership had plummeted to 
150 000. Three unions accounicd for the 
majority of these members: the SA 
Chemical Workers Union (Sacwu) with 
32 000 members; the 22 000-strong 
Building, Construction & Allied Work
ers' Union (BCAWU); and the Food. 
Beverage Workers* Union (FBWU) with 
17 000 members. 

Bamcwu's membership had plunged 
to 3 100; the Transport & Allied Work
ers' Union (Tawu) membership had 
halved, from 10 000 members to 5 000; 
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the Steel, Engineering & Allied Work
ers' Union (Scawusa), which had 27 000 
members in October 1986, had only 5 
500 members by 1988. Membership of 
the Vukani Black Guards' and Allied 
Workers' Union had fallen from 8 900 to 
2 000. The Black Domestic Workers' 
Union and the Textile Workers' Union 
each had less than 400 members. 

A t first the rise of the Africanists 
was seen as a sign that greater 
cooperation between Nactu and 

Cosatu might be possible. This was based 
on the perception that Africanists would 
be more prepared to engage in joint ac
tion on matters of common concern to 
the working class than the black con
sciousness elements in Nactu. This was 
primarily because of the Africanist 
group's formal acceptance dial whites 
who identify with Africa have a legiti
mate place in South Africa. 

A congress resolution that Nactu 
should establish a working relationship 
widi Cosatu - even though it would con
tinue its policy of non-affiliation to po
litical parties to avoid ideological divi
sions among workers - lent weight to this 
interpretation. 

Developments in the months preced
ing the congress had also pointed to this. 
In line with a resolution adopted at its 
founding congress to 'strive to unite all 
groups that have a contradiction widi the 
white minority regime', a Nactu delega
tion held meetings outside die country 

widi the PAC, the Black Consciousness 
Movement of Azania (BCMA) and die 
African National Congress (ANC). 

It is not clear what happened at die 
discussions with the PAC and die BCM. 
But after meeting the ANC in May, the 
two organisations surprised everyone 
when they announced dicy were inagrcc-
ment that 'it was imperative for the la
bour movement inside die country to 
strive towards unity with the eventual 
objective of a single labour federation'. 
The fact dial Nactu did not subscribe to 
the Freedom Charier was not seen as an 
obstacle. 

Confirming this, Soudi African Con
gress of Trade Unions (Saclu) general 
secretary John Nkadimeng said at the 
time: 'Certain people think it is a pre
requisite thatanyone who wants to join a 
new united front must support the Free
dom Charter. We say that is incorrect ... 
(A united front) is somcdiing that brings 
people together to face a common en
emy. They do not have to agree 100% 
widi each other'. 

The meeting with the ANC took place 
while dclcgauons from both Cosaiu and 
Naciu were in Harare for a seminar ar
ranged by the Inicmauonal Labour Or
ganisation and followed an offer by the 
Organisation of African Trade Union 
Unity, to which bodi federations are af
filiated, to host unity talks between them. 

Later dial month, at a special con
gress, Cosaiu resolved to appoint a 
committee to investigate the establish

ment of a broad front thai would include 
bodies like Nactu and the Azanian 
Peoples' Organisation (Azapo). Cosaiu 
also wrote lo Nactu calling for a merger. 
Aldiough there was no real prospect of 
that happening in die short term, diere 
was still hope diat the federations could 
act together on issues affecting diem 
both. 

Nactu's decision lo join forces with 
Cosaiu in die highly-successful tiirce-
day stayaway in 1988 against proposed 
amendments lo die Labour Relations Act 
was one of the fruits of these develop
ments. The campaign against the Act, as 
is well known, was a project into which 
both federations continued to pour great 
effort. 

Despite this, it was when Nactu pulled 
outof die first Workers' Summilin March 
last year diat it became clear thai die 
initial conceptions about die direction in 
which the new Africanist leadership 
would steer die federation were totally 
off the mark. Widi a few bumps here and 
mere it is Nactu's BC adherents - and not 
the Africanists - who have demonstrated 
they arc more amenable to inter-union 
cooperadon. 

The summit was Nactu's idea. Yet, in 
the days leading up to i l , the federation 
contacted Cosaiu and asked for an in
definite postponement to give its mem
bers more lime lo discuss unity. The 
request was totally unexpected and 
Cosatu insisted that arrangements were 
too far advanced to slop. Naciu then 
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announced it would not attend. Some
thing was obviously amiss. 

Just how much dissent this issue cre
ated was made clear when 11 Nactu 
unions - mainly those with BC sympa
thies - defied the federation's ruling and 
participated in the summit. 

Afterwards they explained they had 
done so because the 'growing repres
siveness of the state and the arrogant 
attitude of capital can be effectively 
challenged by the black working class 
only if it is united'. However, even though 
they felt the federation's decision had 
not been in the interests of the working 
class, there was no question about their 
commitment to Nactu. Despite these 
attempts to placate, it is known that 
Mndawcni's branch of FBWU tried to 
expel an organiser who went to the 
summit. 

In the months that followed further 
evidence of strains between the BC and 
Africanist elements came to light. Nactu 
has a programme to merge all unions 
operating in the same sector. Yet 
Scawusa, for example, refused to act in 
concert with four other unions operating 
in the metal sector in May 1989 when 
they merged to form the 69 000-sirong 
Metal & Engineering Workers* Union 
(Mewusa). Mcwusa is regarded as a 
middle-of-the-road union politically. 
General secretary Tommy Oliphantwas 
general secretary of the biggest union in 
the merger, the Electrical & Allied 
Workers' Union, a former Trade Union 
Council of South Africa (Tucsa) parallel 
union. Its assistant general secretary, G S 
Zithulclc, is a BC supporter. Scawusa's 
leadership, on the other hand, has been 
predominantly Africanist since Septem
ber 1988 when Khotso Kodisang replaced 
Jane Hlongwane as general secretary. In
siders say Scawusa's decision was 
prompted by leaders' fears that they 
would not be able to retain their power in 
the new union. The two unions arc now 
said lobe rivals. 

After this bad start, the second Work
ers* Summit, which was called to formu
late responses to the 1989 election and 
the campaign against the LRA, was os
tensibly a completely different affair. 
Differences were seemingly buried. 
Nactu not only attended but also com
mitted itself to building working class 
unity. It agreed that unions organising 
the same sectors should meet at local and 
regional level to discuss unity and that a 
national coordinating committee be es
tablished to set objectives and deadlines 
and to collate the responses in prepara-

Nactu's Ngcukana: 
Replaced Camay 

Nactu's Mndaweni: 
Re-elected president 

\ tion for a further summit. 
After the summit there was some 

conflictbctwccnBCelcmcntsandCosaiu 
over precisely which days had been car-
marked for stayaways. The former wanted 
staya way s on 6 September (election day) 
and 12 September (the anniversary of 
Steve Biko's death). The latter opted for 
stayways on 5 and 6 September. Never
theless, when the MDM began to stage 
peace marches after the election, they 
were supported by the BCM and the 
Cape Action League. 

On 2 December the PAM/intcrnal PAC 
i was formed. Counting in Dc Lille, al

most half the positions on its executive 
committee arc filled by Nactu people. 
PAC general secretary Benny Alexander 
is a former organiser with Food Bever
age. Nactu second assistant general 
secretary Mike Matsobanc is the PAC's 
treasurer. Sacwu national organiser 

1 Mancnc Samcla - one of the kingpins in 
the federation - is its labour secretary. 
PAC health secretary Nana Moabi is a 
Nactu staff member, as is Joyce Scdibi 
who is in charge of the PAC's projects 
anddcvclopmcntponfolio. And SA Black 
Municpality & Allied Workers' Union 
general secretary Philip Dlamini is the 

executive member for legal affairs. 
Later in December, Nactu announced 

it would not be participating in the Con
ference for a Democratic Future (CDF), 
citing as its reasons the inclusion of 
bantustan leaders - 'collaborators* - and 
the way the CDF organising committee 
had handled itself, charging that it had a 
prc-sct agenda regarding the Harare 
Declaration. 

The excuse didn't quite ring true. 
Nactu had decided to attend the CDF ata 
national council meeting in November 
and was represented on the organising 
committee. As such it must have been 
aware of all decisions made. 

And proof that not all in Nactu agreed 
with the federation's decision was pro
vided when eight unions - again mostly 
with BC leanings - showed up on the day 
of the conference. Camay also attended, 
although he was careful to tell reporters 
he was not there asa union rcprcscniati vc 
but to represent an educational organisa
tion. 

Newspapers reported that week that 
representatives of six unions met with 
Ngcukana the night before the Nactu 
announcement was made. Ngcukana 
apparently refused to entertain any dis
cussion - even when they pointed out that 
officials had no right to take decisions on 
matters which require consultation with 
workers. BC delegates told newspapers 
they did not agree that Nactu's principle 

; of non-collaboration had been compro
mised. Bantustan leaders were not pre
scribing to the liberation forces butalign-
ing themselves with them, they argued. 

Ngcukana's response to all of this was 
that BC unions represented no more than 

j 25% of Nactu's mcmbership,and those 
: that had attended were guilty of 'blatant 
, opportunism*. 

Camay quit Nactu on 31 December, 
having handed in his resignation at a 

i special central committee meeting be
forehand where Ngcukana was elected 
to succeed him. Nactu accountant 
Florence Thinanc also walked out. 

Camay later disclosed that it was the 
fiasco around the first Workers' Summit 
and the CDF which finally forced him act 

• as he did: *I realised I had very little 
impact on decisions regarding worker 

; unity.Primarily.dccisionswcrcnoibeing 
[ made within Nactu forums - they were 

being made in political caucuses. And 
j the will and decisions of these caucuses 
1 were being imposed on the Nactu struc

tures.' 
When he was asked if he could have 

ensured greater worker unity if he had 
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remained in Nactu, he said on the con
trary he felt that 'this fundamental prin
ciple was being eroded'. Camay refused 
to identify the 'political caucuses' he 
was talking about; but the inference was 
obvious. 

Whatever his failings, one thing 
Camay cannot be accused of is of using 
his position to impose his own political 
beliefs. It is acknowledged that he al
ways strictly adhered to worker man
dates. 

W hen the news of Camay's res
ignation broke, Ngcukana was I 
quick to deny that a split in ' 

Nactu was imminent. He now claims 
there is greater unity in the federation, 
and mat it is going from strength to 
strength. 

But there are a number of pointers 
which suggest this is not the case. Sev
eral key people have left Nactu since the 
beginning of the year. Dale Tifflin, 
Nactu's information officer, has left and 
joined Camay and Thinane at an educa
tional co-op. So has Kcssie Moodlcy, 
Nactu's legal coordinator in Natal. 
Brushes & Cleaners Workers' Union 
general secretary Mary Nlsekc, an old-
style unionist, is reportedly being 
squeezed out of her union by Africanisis. 
Fay Mandy, general secretary of the 
National Union of Wine & Spirit Work
ers, faces similar pressures. 

Poaching is also said to be occuring -
both within the federation and across [ 
sectors. In April Cosatu's Chemical 
Workers' Industrial Union (CWIU) ob
tained an urgent Supreme Court order 
against Sacwu president Wilson Thulane ' 
and two shop stewards interdicting them 
from assaulting or threatening to assault 
CWIU members at AECI's Moddcrfon-
tcin plant. According to CWIU, there 
have been several incidents of violence 
between members of the two unions in 
the past two years. 

Well-placed sources say Sacwu still 
retains its long-standing majority at 
Modderfontcin, but that CWIU is mak- I 
ing inroads because of thuggery and in- | 
limidaiion by members of the Nactu af
filiate. 

Workers at an SAB plant in Witbank 
recently defected wholesale from Food 
Beverage to Cosatu's Food & Allied 
Workers' Union (Fawu) - apparently j 
because the town is now regarded as 
ANC territory. On the other hand, SAB's | 
Chamdor brewery, where the Nactu un
ion's long-sianding majority dropped to 
below 50% during last year's strike by 

Fawu members, is once again a Food 
Beverage plant. 

The PAC, Nactu and Azapo did not 
support die 2 July stayaway called by the 
Cosatu-UDF-ANC alliance in an effort 
to get the state to take decisive action to 
end the Natal violence. Ngcukana told 
WIP Nactu has no doubt that these or
ganisations are genuinely trying to find a 
solution to the problems there, but it was 
not consulted about the stayaway. A more 
important consideration, he says, was the 
welfare of the ordinary people in Natal: 
'We felt a stayaway would make Inkatha 
more intransigent.' 

Azapo publicity secretary Strini 
Moodley says Azapo condemned the 
stayaway because it thought the alliance 
was intent on a display of political one-
upmanship. 'But we do not actively go 
and encourage conflict by mobilising 
against it. We simply stated a position 
that we believe is a reflection of feelings 
in the black community as a whole. Black 
people arc tired of being manipulated, 
they are tired of violence and meaning
less boycotts and stayaways. They want 
to see something new.' 

Asked for comment on the 'ideologi
cal war' in Nactu, Moodlcy told WIP: 
'On the litdc information I have I cannot 
deny that th is conflict iscontinuing.There 
is deep concern about indications of a 
campaign to try to wish away the BC 
grouping, to try to deny that our move
ment has played a crucial role in devel
oping the kind of political consciousness 
that exists in our country today. 

'We believe the union movement must 
be independent and that workers must be 
given the opportunity to recognise that 
they all have a democratic right to sup
port the political organisation of their 
choice. And we will continue to try to 
correct the imbalances, first of all, and to 
re-educate the misdirected. We arc con
fident that there are sufficient people 
within Nactu who do not want to see it 
destroyed'. 

But the one thing that mitigates against 
this is the fact that without Nactu neither 
the PAC nor Azapo will have a union 
base. Bamcwu general secretary Motsumi 
Mokhinc articulated this concern soon 
after the CDF and Camay's resignation 
when he told a reporter that the BC un
ions would not be able to find a home in 
Cosatu. 

Mokhinc added that he was sure the 
dif fercnecs between the two groups would 
be accommodated. Nactu's congress in 
September will demonstrate whether he 
is right. • 

- but for 
how long? 

Although it has been unable 
to compete with the ANC's 
ability to draw large 
numbers to rallies, the PAC 
still has a political presence 
in the Eastern Cape. A WIP 
Correspondent reports 

U itcnhage's KwaNobuhle township 
lies at the centre of the Pan-Afri-
canist Congress' presence in the 

Eastern Cape — in particular, the home 
of former Robbcn Islander Timothy 
Jantjie, regional PAC organiser and the 
man who heads a group called ' AmaAf-
rika'. 

Dubbed'vigilantcs'bysome.AmaAf-
rika members had been at war widi United 
Democratic Front supporters in the re
gion for over two years, until a peace pact 
was signed in February. 

The joint ANC-PAC initiative, moni
tored by peace committees, appears to 
have kept things calm; peace committees 
meet frequendy to discuss how the ac
cord is holding, and to investigate al
leged violations. 

Peace was preached in shebeens, at 
rallies and at sports fixtures, and copies 
of die accord were printed and distrib
uted throughout the area. Committee 
members and clergy visited every school 
in the area, explaining the document and 
its implications. 

The PAC seemed to be going out of its 
way to keep the peace on course. At least 
one high school, reportedly peaceful and 
democratic student representative coun
cil elections saw representatives of both 
ideological leanings elected onto the 
SRC. 

People who had fled to an Africanist 
stronghold at the height of the conflict 
have been able to return - without harass
ment - to their homes, after consultation 
with the relevant street and area commit
tees. 

Jantjie, who signed the accord on 
behalf of the Africanists, expressed his 
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delight about both groups' adherence to 
the treaty. He emerged from the peace 
talks looking far more compromising 
and conciliatory than UDF activists 
expected, saying he believe cooperation 
at a leadership level served as an ex
ample to the community. 

How much the feuding was the result 
of intense ideological differences, and 
how much the work of police 'agents 
provocateur", is impossible to establish. 
The police had allegedly taken sides in 
the feuding, and stirred up suspicions 
when the peace initiative started gaining 
momentum. 

'From the start, before the pact was 
signed, (the police) were against peace,' 
says a UDF activist. 'We would take 
them injured people and they'd say they 
would investigate, but no arrests were 
made'. 

PAC members add that the security 
police warned them thataltcmpts to forge 
peace were tricks by the UDF to lure 
them into lowering their guard. 

Local police had allegedly said that if 
PAC signed an accord, known Africanist 
culprits of a 1987 attack on UDF prop
erty would be arrested and thrown into 
jail. There they would suffer, 'because 
there arc many UDF people (in prison)'. 

Jantjic, too, questions the role of the 
police: 'Although the people of Uitcn-
hage wanted peace long ago, the police 
enjoy the fighting', he said. 

A number of claims and affidavits on 

alleged partisan behaviour by police were 
submitted to Law and Order Minister 
Adriaan Vlok when he visited Uilcnhage 
recently. 

After the signing of the peace pact, the 
AmaAfrika kept a low profile for several 
months. 

Then, in June, in the small Karoo town 
of Graaff-Rcinct (birthplace of PAC 
founderRobcrtSobukwc),PAC-inclincd 
mayor Roko Pasc — faced with mount
ing community pressure lo resign — 
called in the Africanist faction. 

Residents of Masizakhc township say 
two minibuses off-loaded a group of 
AmaAfrika men, led by Jantjic, at coun
cillors' houses, and that they were seen 
patrolling the township in pairs. Several 
residents said one of the minibuses had 
been a police vehicle - a claim dismissed 
by Eastern Cape police spokesperson 
Major Bill Dennis as 'absolutely 
ridiculous'. 

The arrival of AmaAfrika followed 
increasing violence in the township, 
culminating in the burning of five coun
cillors'houses. Outlining the background 
to his inviiation to the Africanists, Pasc 
said that after a mass rally on Republic 
Day, there had been stone-throwing in 
the township, followed the next day by 
the petrol-bombing of his and four other 
councillors' homes. One resident was 
reportedly shot dead and another 
wounded. 

Pasc said residents had been calling 

on the council to resign, and had sent 
them a letter to that effect. 'We said we 
will never resign until there is one mu
nicipality', he said. 

Asked about the relationship between 
the PAC and the town councillors, Jantjic 
said his organisation merely sympathised 
with them 'as African people'. 

He reiterated that the PAC was firmly 
against the government, claiming that in 
six months it would have as members the 
majority of South Africans. The energy 
of township youth was being misspent, 
he said. Rather than bum down the houses 
of councillors, they should 'kill the bocrs' 
who installed the councillors, and bum 
down the offices of the regional services 
councils. 

In another small Eastern Cape town, 
Cathcan, cmbatUcd mayor Mxolisi Sili 
has also reached out to the PAC. Amid 
calls for his resignation, the unpopular 
Katikati township mayor claimed mem
bership of the organisation. The PAC, 
however, has denied knowledge of this. 

A recent violent incident in Kirkwood 
raised fcarsof a new outbreak of conflict 
along ideological lines. The house of 
PAC area organiser Kolla Bake was 
stoned and petrol-bombed, allegedly by 
UDF supporters. Jantjic suggests that the 
youth, tired of 'hunting* policemen and 
councillors, turned their attentions to
ward the PAC. His gloomy predictions 
of fresh violence have not yet been real
ised, however. — PE News • 
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PAC 
economic 
policy: 
Socialism 
of a 
special 

Alan Hirsch analyses the 
PAC's recently-released 
working paper on economic 
policy 

A t present the Pan-Africanist Con
gress docs not have a fully formu
lated economic policy. Tins in it

self is not remarkable; the African Na
tional Congress and Cosatu are still in the 
process of formulating theirs - the docu
ment which came out of an ANC-Cosatu 
meeting in Harare in April was very 
much a preliminary working paper. 

The PAC also has a working paper, 
although it is called 'An Exploratory, 
Diagnostic, and Contingency Exposi
tion". 

This document has been discussed in 
some PAC forums, such as the recent 
'Confcrcnccof thcOpprcsscd' convened 
by the PAC in Johannesburg. 

PAC leaders insist that the document 
remains no more than a position paper 
which will be debated in the organisa
tion's branches around the country be
fore economic policy is finalised at a 
congress in October. 

Its significance lies in the fact that, as 
far as can be ascertained, it remains the 
only paper on economic policy currently 
under discussion by the PAC. 

It covers much more than economic 
policy in its thirtccn-and-a-quartcr pages, 
so it does not cover any aspect of eco
nomic policy in great detail, but a clear 
and reasonably consistent position does 
emerge. 

In short, it proposes a mixed economy 
(for the foreseeable future) in which the 
state would intervene in various ways to 
ensure the redistribution of economic 
power away from the 'European set
tlers', towards' Africansin Azania', while 
noting that Africans arc defined in sub
jective terms, not simply by colour, eth
nicity, or place of birth. 

Curiously, the structure, if not the 
content, of the early part of the paper 
resembles nothing so much as a business 
school strategy plan, with a 'mission 
position', an 'environmental analysis' 
and so on. The only thing missing is the 
'critical path'. 

The PAC mission position outlined in 
the economic document is very broad: 
the economy in a PAC society will repre
sent the economic and political interests 
of all Africans in Azania; and 'the pro
duction and distribution relations within 
this political economy must be non-ex
ploitative' , although the document never 
spells out what exploitation means. 

The South African capitalist econ
omy is not only exploitative in some 
general sense, argues the document, but 
it is destroying itself. The economy's 
two central features arc that it is domi

nated by 'oligopolism and generally 
monopoly capitalist structures', and that 
it has 'developed without and in spite of 
the majority of the African people'. 

The oligopolies - the small number of 
firms that dominate sectors of the econ
omy - have responded to the economic 
crisis since 1984 by restricting output, 

i investment, and job creation. An econ
omy dominated by oligopolistic struc
tures, the paper argues, lacks the built-in 
mechanisms 'to put the economy on a 
belter track again'. The discrimination 
against Africans has led to the absenceof 
essential skills, and of growing markets. 

The document then points, quite 
concisely and accurately, to a scries of 
'structural and process weaknesses' in 
the South African economy. Much of the 
data in this section is meticulously attrib
uted to the Financial Mail, and includes: 
• dependence on the export of gold and 
other metals and minerals; 
• the growing weakness of the import-
substitution policy; 
• dependence on foreign investment 
and loans; and 
• the slow growth of the economy in 
recent years relative to the high rale of 
black population growth and the very 
rapid rate of urbanisation. 

T wo major themes run through the 
policy itself: a high degree of stale 
intervention in the economy to 

promote growth; and the redistribution 
of wealth and income towards 'the Afri
can people'. 

Overall a mixed economy is called for 
because 'market forces are incapable on 
their own of bringing out the economic 
conditions spelt oul by the PAC's politi
cal and economic mission'. But con
versely, 'the PAC does not want to pro
mote an illusion that the state can alone 
develop the economy or start new eco
nomic organisations*. 

Redistribution isplanned not only from 
'settlers to Africans', but also from for
eigners to locals. As many of the eco
nomic resources of the country as pos
sible arc to be 'localised* under the PAC 
proposed policy, in other words trans
ferred from foreign hands to local own
ership, in order 'to minimise the role of 
international financial capital*. 

This position echoes the economic 
posture adopted by several African gov
ernments under the banner of 'African 
socialism' in the late 1960s, but long 
since abandoned. 

In a similar vein, ihe slate would pro
mote the economic position of Africans 
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through a range of mechanisms includ
ing boosting training and education for 
management, and 'ensuring the promo
tion of Africans to managerial positions 
in all sectors of the economy'. 

This was called Africanisation north 
of the Zambezi in the 1960s. 

The state would also be responsible 
for 'the massive promotion of business 
firms thai will be owned individually and 
as cooperatives by the indigenous Afri-
canneoplc'. 

Tne PAC has always claimed to have 
a distinctive land policy. The document 
indicates that the PAC would redistrib
ute the land 'for use by all Azanians', 
after having 'decommoditiscd' the land, 
which presumably means that land would 
not longer be bought or sold on private 
markets. 

The alienation of land would be 
compensated through payments in the 
form of interest-bearing government 
bonds. Beyond this, the land policy is 
very vague, and the document docs not 
enter into a discussion of the forms of 
ownership that would be promoted in the 
countryside. 

I n another part of the document, 'self-
sufficiency in food production' is 
cited as an important goal, but the 

possible contradiction between this goal 
and the radical redistribution of land is 
not discussed. Incidentally, this possible 
contradiction was a point of contention 
at the ANC-Cosalu economic delibera
tions in Harare. 

The position of the PAC on the rolcof 
worker organisation as represented in 
the document is potentially highly con
troversial. The paper refers to the promo
tion of a strong politically autonomous 
workers movement, and that a PAC 
government would assist workers in 
obtaining shares in the companies in 
which they worked. 

But it also says that 'efficiency will be 
highly enforced'and that the nation must 
be 'highly disciplined' economically. 
Moreover, apparently contradicting its 
position on the autonomy of workers 
organ isations, the document indicates that 
'for the next five to ten years an African 
and nationalist movement is considered 
the best vehicle in the implementation of 
the economic policy of the PAC, and 
thiscniailslhc 'affiliation' of 'sub-move
ments' like the workers' movement, to 
the PAC. 

Again, this is reminiscent of 'African 
socialism'. At least one African socialist 

PAC economic policy: Now there's debate within the organisation 
on whether it follows 'African socialism' or 'scientific socialism' — 
with some saying it is too moderate in many respects 

government in the late 1960s argued that 
strikes could be made illegal because 
African workers had gained political 
control over the economy. 

If the document must be pigeon-holed, 
it is undoubtedly strongly influenced by 
the kind of African socialism that had 
currency in countries like Tanzania and 
Uganda in the laic 1960sandearly 1970s, 
though somewhat adapted for a more 
industrialised economy, and containing 
a few modem touches like employee 
share ownership. H is not dogmatic on 
the question of public ownership, but it 
verges on dogmatism on the issue of 

indigenisation. 
The document's stance has provoked 

a debate within the PAC on whether the 
organisation follows'African socialism' 
or 'scientific socialism', and it appears 
that significant sections within the PAC 
regard it as too moderate in many re
spects. One PAC official, who is also a 
trade unionist, was adamant that the or
ganisation had not abandoned 'scientific 
socialism', and that the process of for
mulating an economic policy for the PAC 
would extend well beyond the present 
'Exploratory, Diagnostic and Contin
gency Exposition*. • 
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Small town rebellion 
Talk of reform means little 
to embattled residents of the 
rural areas in the Eastern 
Cape, where rising political 
expectations have met with 
increased repression. Mike 
Kenyon, fieldworker with 
the Grahamstown Rural 
Committee, and Franz 
Kriiger, editor of the 
Eastern Cape News Agency, 
look at the situation in the 
region 

A
lmost unnoticed amid the political 
aitcntion focused on South Af
rica's cities, rising expectations 

are fuelling a wave of revolt in small 
towns and rural areas of the Eastern Cape. 

It iscsscntially the same revolt as that 
which toppled Ciskci president Lennox I 
Sebc in February. But while the military 
coup in the homeland has largely de
fused ihc rebellion there, the rest of the 
Eastern Cape has seen no such break. On 
the contrary, hard-line responses by lo
cal white authorities have helped esca
late protest into confrontation, and often 
violence. 

A key demand in almost all comm iin i i 
tics has been for a radical change to ihc ' 
system of local government, with dis
credited community councillors coming 
Under increasing pressure to resign. By 
May this year, provincial officials ac
knowledged that half of all positions on 
councilsinihcEasicrnCapcwcrecmpty. 

The impact of the protests - in particu
lar, objections to the system of local 
government - has already been felt far 
beyond the region. H is partly as a result 
of the collapse of black local authorities 
in the Eastern Cape that the government 
has begun looking at alternative models. 
The government has alsoquicily dropped 
the Tribal and Community Authorities 
Bill after opposition from affected com
munities. 

The revolt started with the easing of 
political repression last year, which saw 

Small town, giant step: A protest march in the Border town 
of Queenstown last year, at the height of the nationwide 
defiance campaign 

a resurgence of political activity in the 
region. 

Several communities in thcCiskci led 
the way, demonstrating that it was pos
sible to stand up to Sebc. East Peclion, 
which had been resisting Ciskci rule since 
the village was forcibly incorporated into 
thebantustan in August 1988, erupted in 
October last year. It was soon joined by 
at least three other Ciskci communities 
in a growing national campaign against 
forced incorporation. 

Residents of the Border and Ciskci 
responded to September's white parlia
mentary election with a successful stay-
away. A week later residents of Stullcr-
hcim began a consumer boycott. And as 
a nationwide defiance campaign got 
underway, residents throughout the re
gion threw their weight behind it, march
ing in most of the small towns douing the 
region. 

The small towns have seen an ex
tremely harsh white reaction to what is 
correctly perceived as a mass revolt 
against white rule. White businessmen, 
local authorities and the security estab
lishment arc responding to community 
demands with repression. 

In these small towns, talk of reform 
sccmsa long way off. Nelson Mandela's 
release and the first contacts between the 

government and the African National 
Congress (ANC) quickly heightened the 
expectations of black communities; but 
local whites saw little reason to change 
past habits, or even acknowledge the 
passing of the state of emergency. 

Police, business and white civic lead
ership structures remain inextricably 
intertwined, and the same individuals 
regularly feature in each. 

R eports abound of communities cm-
barkingon consumer boycotis.only 
to find local shopkeepers staffing 

roadblocks in their capacity as police 
reservists. 

Similarly, when residents of Stuiicr-
hcim applied for permission for a protest 
march, they had to do so to a magistrate 
who, two months earlier, had appeared 
on a National Party political platform. 
Not surprisingly, he referred the decision 
to die police and Afrikaansc Sakckamcr 
who, equally unsurprisingly, turned it 
down. 

in Barkly East magistrate's court, 
policemen double as prosecutor and in
terpreter. Until June, there was no mag
istrate at all, and police frequently asked 
the clerk of the court to stand in. 

Residents of the town say ANC sup
porters arc threatened with arrest on 
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chargcsof treason am idasericsof clashes 
in ihe town since the legalisation of the 
ANC. 

The months since then have seen a 
youth shot dead by police in Elliot; a 
baby dying after being tcargasscd in 
Jamestown; and a kilskonsiabel killed by 
youths in Indwc after he pointed his gun 
at them. 

By contrast, the region's larger towns 
and cities have not seen nearly as much 
turmoil. Among the explanations for this 
arc a combination of unchanged and 
desperately poor conditions in the rural 

Living on the 
edge of the sword 
The temperatures outside - and inside - the rusty corrugated iron shacks that 
make up half the homes in Nkululcko, Barkly East's black township, drop be
low freezing most winter nights. 

No new homes have been built in Nkululcko for four years, and even those 
lucky enough to have houses arc not sure whether they have bought them orarc 
renting them. They have no papers and get no receipts for the R25 a month each 
household must pay - even those living in shacks. 

The township has one or two mps in each strcetand the bucket system is still 
in general use. Nkululcko has just one school, which only went up to Standard 
7 until residents recently won permission to introduce a Standard 8 class - on 
condition they provided the funds for teachers and books-

With few jobs outside of domestic and farm labour, the average wage of an 
Nkululcko resident is below RlOOa month. 

And when residents took to the streets on February 2 tocelebratc the legali
sation of the ANC, police tcargasscd them without warning. 

Three days later residents launched a selective consumer boycott - with the 
mayor's shop one of those targeted. Two days into the boycott, community 
councillorWilliamThcthclwaforccdscvcralyouihsaigunpointiniooncoflhe 
boycotted shops. When crowds gathered outside his home to protest, he opened 
fire, wounding a protestor. The crowd responded by torching his house. 

Soon afterwards, as the toyi-toying crowd made its way through the town
ship, a policeman opened fire, killing two youths. 

Since then the political temperature has continued to rise. At least 60 people 
have been arrested, held for 48 hours and charged, generally cither with public 
violence or participating in an illegal gathering. Their cases have been repeat
edly postponed and although many have been granted bail, this has usually 
been set at between RI50 and R300 - beyond the reach of most. 

No local lawyer has yet agreed to defend 'unrest' cases, and white Barkly 
East is almost universally behind the police - black residents tell of white ci-
vilianssitting in police vansduring action in the township. And when members 
of one white family wrote to Law and Order Minister Adriaan Vloktocomplain 
about the harshness of police action, the response of the local security police 
was to subpoena them to reveal the names of their sources, and investigate 
charges of defeating the ends of justice and publishing untrue statements about 
the police. 

Even medically, the gulf between white and black Barkly East is huge and 
growing: A local doctor has refused to treat black people hurt in 'unrest' or 
political activities - arguing that they cannot pay him. 

areas with little change in the level of po
litical repression, as well as massively 
raised expectations linked to political 
reforms. 

In the small towns and farming areas 
there are almost no jobs; the few there arc 
pay appalling wages. Social services, 
such as housing and education, arc in a 
state of extreme neglect. 

In addition, many communities have 
had to live under permanent insecurity 
over their homes and land. The 20 000 
black inhabitants of Stuiicrheim have 
been living with hardly any services and 
under threat of forced removal for the 
past four decades. 

Education is almost at a standstill, 
with a dire shortage of furniture, books 
and facilities. Some classes of 80 pupils 
have to share a single textbook, others 
have none at all. In Lcsseyton, near 
Quecnstown, classes arc held under a 
tree because the school building is in 
such poor condition. 

In some communities, tentative steps 
towards local negotiations have been 
taken. In Cathcari and Stuiicrheim, the 
white establishment and community 
groups have begun talks based on an 
acknowledgement that upgrading of the 
township is a priority. 

But if progress has been made in 
Cathcari and Stuiicrheim. the north east
ern Cape is still living in dark and repres
sive times. 

The challenge lo all, from the ANC to 
FW de Klerk, is lo ensure thai the au
thorities in these places arc brought to 
their senses or thrown out. 

The long-term challenges posed by 
these rural communities arc substantial. 
These small towns have, at best, a very 
smallandfragilccconomicbase.andthis 
is unlikely to change quickly under a new 
and democratic government. 

They are likely to remain dependent 
on ihe central government for finances 
for infrasiruciural development Thccosi 
of financing the backlog in development 
across the country is enormous and un
likely to be met to the satisfaction of all. 

The inequalities of wealth arc particu
larly severe, and it will be no small task 
lo address the demands and expectations 
of small town communities. 

This is a problem which is more real 
for the ANC than ii is for the Dc Klerk 
government. Nobody seriously expects 
the Nationalist government to address 
rural poverty. Bui there arc very real 
expectations on the ANC to deliver a 
new and belter South Africa. • 
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Pulling 
the plug 
on 
township 
councils 

The rent boycott campaign has taken a new turn with the Transvaal Provincial 
Administration's decision to cut off subsidies to bankrupt township councils. Inga Molzen and 

Alan Mabin look at the implications for rent boycotters — and for the township councils 

A t first glance, the Transvaal Pro
vincial Administration decision to 
stop subsidising bankrupt black 

local authorities (BLAs) looks like a 
major victory for rent boycott campaign
ers. 

But the TPA decision - which ends 
years of subsidies to local authorities 
hardest-hit by rent and service charge 
boycotts - raises several challenges for 
the civics which have spearheaded those 
campaigns. 

Not least of these is the need for an 
urban development programme which 
can overcome the decay caused by the 
local authorities' lack of funds: Because 
of the duration of the boycott campaigns, 
development in many townships has 
come to a standstill. Even with enormous 
subsidies, bankrupt BLAs have barely 
been able to meet their debts, never mind 
raise additional funds for new services, 
maintenance and infrastructure! devel
opment. 

The extent of the debt is awesome: 
According to official figures, 47 black 
town councils in the Transvaalowc about 
R787-million in rent and service pay
ments accumulated since 1986, and about 
R380-m in loans provided by the prov

ince during 1989 and 1990. 
In June, they were told by the TPA 

that these bridging funds would be cut, 
with effect from July 1. 

'We simply cannot supply the dc-
rnand', explained TPA spokesman Jan 
van dcr Walt. 'And there arc indications 
that further funds from central govern
ment will not be forthcoming*. 

At present rates, he explained, the 
TPA's funds for the entire financial year 
would be exhausted within three to four 
months, wiUi the result that bulk supplies 
of services such as electricity would not 
be paid for. Financial assistance had 
increased to R35,5-m in April, R60,5-m 
in May and even more in June, he said — 
and there was only R26-m available as 
bridging finance each month. 

Planning and Provincial Affairs Min
ister Hemus KricI gave the line from 
central government: 'Nogovcrnmcntcan 
subsidise millions of people with rent, 
electricity, water, refuse removal and 
other municipal services. We have to 
take steps to balance the books. Citizens 
have to play their part, we cannot con
tinue pumping in money ad infinitum'. 

Kricl warned of tough action against 
residents, with services being stopped 

for those who 'allow themselves to be 
used for political ends' or who partici
pate in the 'political boycott'. This is 
despite warnings by community leaders, 
such as Sowcto Civic Association (SCA) 
publicity secretary Pal Lcphunya, who 
warned that power cuts 'could lead to 
violence... which may plunge the coun
try into the dark days of '86 and '87*. 

A lso at issue is the future of the 
BLAs. Introduced at the height of 
the community rebellions in the 

mid-80s, they have gained even less 
support than their predecessors, such as 
the Urban Bantu Councils. 

BLAs have been characterised by low 
polls and high expense accounts, and 
have become synonymous with high 
rentals, corruption, poor living condi
tions and serious housing shortages. 

The rent boycotters are demanding 
improved facilities, the transfer of own
ership to those who have paid rent for a 
generation, and the abolition of separate 
black local authorities. 

The boycott has tended to cripple the 
already inefficient administration of the 
townships, especially in the Transvaal 
and the eastern Cape. The result has been 
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to place civic associations in a strong 
position in relation to those who have 
participated in the black local authority 
siruc lures. 

The black local authorities have, of 
course, tried to respond, employing vari
ous strategies ranging from appeals to 
outright threats of eviction: 

Their tactics include: 
• Attempts to break the boycott by low
ering municipal service charges, such as 
in Tsakanc on the East Rand. 
• Attempts to increase income by other 
councils, which called on those residents 
who were paying municipal levies to pay 
even more. In Dudu/a, the council threat
ened todiscontinuc services such asclcc-
tricity and water, the provision of graves 
and health services, and the maintenance 
of sewerage and roads if residents did not 
pay the increased levies. 
- Offering residents the option of paying 
their rental outside the township. 
Dicpmcadow council, forcxamplc.hircd 
attorneys in an attempt to recover more 
than R37-m owed by residents. Resi
dents received notices in June to pay 
their arrears and R 12,50 legal recovery 
fees within 14 days to avoid being sum
monsed. The letters stated that debus could 
be paid directly to the Florida-based law 
firm. 

Aitcridgcville residents were given 
the option of paying their arrears at a 
Pretoria branch of Standard Bank after a 
rent boycott caused lost the council R3-
m between April and June. The At-
teridgevilie/SaulsvillcResidcnts'Organi-
sation urged the bank to close the ac
count because the boycott was in protest 
against corruption and mismanagement 
of funds. 
• Trying public relations exercises: wa
ter and electricity tariff increases were 
deferred in Tcmbisa from March until 
July to enable the council to inform resi
dents about the increases. 
• Threatening to evict residents of the 
VaaltownshipsofSharpeville.Sebokeng, 
Bophclong, Boipatong and Zamdcla 
when tariff increases of about R40 were 
introduced in January — even though 
most residents had been boycotting rent 
for more than three years. 

SCA deputy-president Sam Pholotho 
believes the provincial authority is pass
ing the buck to councillors,'getting (hem 
to pressurise residents. But it won't work 
because wc won't pay'. 

The civic says the arrears should be 
writtenoff altogether—apoimonwhich 
the Sowcto Council and the Democratic 

HOUSING 

their cities1 

I Party caucus in the Johannesburg city 
. council agree. 

But the TPA stance towards the BL As 
is unconciliatory: Get your houses in 
order or face the consequences. 

Events in Mamelodi recently show 
the stark contrast between the possibili
ties if debts can be disposed of, and the 
probabilities which will follow a hard
line approach. 

On June 20, agreement was reached 
! between the Mamelodi People's Delega

tion and TPA officials that residents 
, would not have to pay rent arrears, in 

return for which the civic would recom
mend an end to the rent boycott. But the 
mass meeting called to discuss this rec
ommendation was broken up by police 

. on July 9, resulting in hundreds of inju
ries. In the anger which followed, rcsi-

| dents agreed not only to continue their 
rent boycott, but to extend it to include a 
consumer boycott of Pretoria businesses. 

Failure to resolve the crisis of the 
BLAs will undoubtedly lead to renewed 
political activity, which will again tend 
to paralyse development in the town
ships. 

As a result, negotiations to resolve the 
remand scrvicecharge boycott may have 
to be tackled at a national rather than 
local level. If the TPA (and other provin
cial administrations) were, for example, 
to write off debts or make bridging fi
nance available to new joint (and per
haps even non-racial) local authorities, 
this could increase the possibility of 
community acceptance of the govern
ment's reform intentions. 

A lready, various local negotiating 
initiatives which affect the future 
of local government structure and 

finance arc under way: 
• Residents of the East Rand township of 
Davcylon resolved in March to tempo
rarily suspend their rent boycott pending 
a meeting scheduled between the 
Davcylon People's Delegation and TPA 
officials. The residents are demanding 
the resignation of all councillors; the 
setting up of a commission of inquiry to 
look into the administration, manage
ment and financial matters of the coun
cil; and the reduction of tariffs. 
• In June, a watershed agreement be
tween the civic association of Brakpan's 
Tsakanc townshipand administrator Jim 
Vinning proposed an end to the five-
month-long rent boycott by reducing 
rentals, establishing standard rates and 
setting up joint committees comprising 
community representatives and admini
stration officials to address residents' 
grievances. Provision to make land avail
able to squatters, to electrify more houses 
in the townshipand to investigate allega
tions of corruption were included in the 
pact. 

A vital question concerns the impact 
of the TPA's decision to cut bridging 
finance on these local negotiations. It 

( may prove to be a clumsily-wielded stick 
with tragic consequences; it may turn out 
to be a noisy diversion; or it may be pan 
of a complex stick-and-carrot game which 

: may draw increasing numbers of civics 
into participation in deciding the future 
of local government. 

If it docs turn out to do so, strong ci
vics may be able to make enormous gains 
for participation by residents in deciding 
the future of their cities. But the danger 
exists that weaker civics may lose their 
autonomy in return for empty gains.* 
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Planning an urban policy 

Dan Smit and Jeff McCarthy of the Urban Foundation look at future urban policy. The 
article is a response to Mark Swilling's contributions in WIP 66 and 67 

T he articles on urban policy raise 
some important issues for those 
committed to the realisation of 

post-apartheid urban futures. 
The first article offers an analysis of 

what Swilling sees as 'the state and capi
tal's' new urban policy framework. 

The second provides his view of the 
strategic approach that should be adopted 
by the MDM in response to that frame
work. Both articles arc provocative and 
have stimulated us to further develop our 
thoughts about the nature of post-apart
heid urban development policy. 

We share Swilling's dedication to 
realising a democratic, post-apartheid 
urban order. However, we differ with 
him when itcomes toanalysisof contem
porary urban policy issues, and certain 
aspects of his strategic proposals. We 
have no difficulty with his proposal in 
the second of the two articles, that new, 
critical insights need to be developed by 
the MDM in its engagement with urban 
policy frameworks being developed else
where. However, if those insights are to 

be developed on the basis of his particu
lar analysis of contemporary urban pol
icy debates, (the first article), we believe 
some important errors of judgement will 
result. 

The basic methodological problem in 
Swilling's analysis is that he takes a 
small clutch of articles or documents 
published by disparate individuals or 
organisations, and then shoehorns the 
aspectsof these thatappcar to be relevant 
to him into an undifferentiated concep
tion of a state/capital versus popular 
classes contradiction. 

We would have thought that, quite 
apart from the social scientific reserva
tions this might give rise to. the current 
political climate hardly corresponds. 
Against the background of rapidly shift
ing political re-alignments, it can serve 
little purpose to reproduce outdated 
concepts and frameworks inherited from 
the mid-1980s. 

Swilling mixes apples and oranges in 
his analysis of the allegedly coherent 
strategics of'the state and capital'. If, as 

is commonly the case in popular opposi
tion circles, the notion of a mixed econ
omy is held up as the broad objective for 
a post-apartheid political economy, 
surely it is necessary to move away from 
simplistic, homogeneous state-capital al
liance theories? 

Is it not realistic, under such circum
stances, to distinguish between tenden
cies or fractions within both the state and 
capital with whom common post-apart
heid alliance strategies either can or 
cannot be forged? 

The assumption, for example, that 
there is a commonality of purpose be
tween FW dc Klerk's government, the 
Urban Foundation and the Development 
Bank of Southern Africa in matters of 
urban policy, is one that - in our view -
would probably come as a surprise to 
those in these institutions. 

This is not to say that there is no 
convergence of thinking on certain as
pects of urban policy. But to elevate 
some intersecting ideas to the status of a 
full-blown plot, and to ignore substantial 
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Informal housing: Urban policies need to deal with this issue 

tensions and differences, is not only bad 
social science but is strategically fool
hardy. 

Moreover, the notion that market-ori-
emed solutions to the housing challenge 
'will result in an urban restructuring 
process that could displace people on a 
scale similar to the forced removals of 
the 1950s and 1960s', strikes us as both 
a grotesque exaggeration and scientifi
cally absurd proposition. 

Some of Swilling's practical sugges
tions in the second article are not without 
merit, but we can see little potential for 
them if they are to be situated within the 
analysis of society offered in the first 
article. The concept of Community 
Development Corporations (CDCs) for 
example, may well be a viable one in the 
South African context, but to counter-
pose these against the allegedly machi
avellian intent of all of 'financial capi
tal', would seem to be rather crude and 
lacking in an appropriate sense of scale. 

In a recent paper, respected trade 
unionist Alec Erwin noted that develop
ments both in South Africa and Europe 
demand a new approach to analysis and 
politics. More specifically he argues as 
follows: *...we will have lo learn to con
front the issues and not the ideological 
paradigms. This is not to abandon analy
sis or to deny very real differences. 
However, we have to be quite clear what 
those differences are, and to what extent 
negotiation will narrow them. Our future 
is far (oo important to everyone to allow 

it to be left in the realm of a war of 
slogans...' 

We could not agree more. Moreover 
we believe that in his recent articles 
Swilling is guilty, at least in part, of the 
kind of sloganeering that Erwin suggests 
we should be avoiding. Consider, for 
example, Swilling's rcjeclion of supply-
side subsidies. He rejects this form of 
subsidy on the grounds that it involves 
the use of taxpayer's money to promote 
the profit-making capacities of private 
capital. Since Swilling provides no fur
ther justification for his position on sub
sidies, we must presume he believes the 
rationale of his argument is self-evident. 
But is it? The notion of a mixed econ
omy, for example, concedes lo capital
ism the notion that there arc efficiency 
gains in organising production and con
sumption through markets. Likewise it 
concedes lo socialism that the unfettered 
operation of the market will not result in 
an equitable distribution of the goods 
and services produced. Nor will it neces
sarily ensure that certain goods required 
by low-income people will in fact be 
delivered. 

Thus, while there arc many concep
tions of the nature of a mixed economy, 
many support a version of it in which the 
market is subordinated to parameters set 
through democratic processes (this is 
certainly the version we support). Now 
ii is quite common in such mixed econo
mies for the suite to provide incentives 10 
private producers lo ensure the produc

tion of desired goods or to ensure greater 
equity. Examples include the use of 
'prescribed assets' to encourage certain 
investment paiicrns and incentive pack
ages targeted at industrial-location-dcci-
sions. Particularly effective forms of 
supply-side subsidies arc those which 
are paid only after the delivery of tar
geted goods. 

The use of one-time capital subsidies 
10 encourage private sector production 
of low-income siie-and-servicc schemes 
is simply another example of ihe use of 
'after-delivery' incentives to direct pri
vate investments and production activ
ity. 

In fact it is possible that ihe mecha
nism may offer major societal advan
tages by, for example, targeting the very 
poor, boosting the rate and scale of pro
duction; ensuring efficient production 
by promoting competition; and reducing 
the administrative machinery needed to 
administer subsidy schemes. 

Wearc not, however, starry -eyed about 
supply-side subsidies or market-oriented 
approaches to housing supply. Norisour 
support of the different kinds of coopera
tive or collective housing delivery sys
tems unqualified. Housing co-opera
tives, like markets, only work if certain 
preconditions are met (for example, 
housing co-operatives have a far better 
chance of working if the members arc 
literate and have developed management 
and budgeting skills). 

It seems obvious to us that in structur
ing a post-apartheid South Africa, the 
relative merits and problems of different 
approaches to development issues (e.g. 
housing delivery systems) must be sub
jected to debate and negotiation — both 
between different social constituencies 
and within them. Democracy can accept 
nothing less. Certain approaches, such 
as supply side-subsidies, should not be 

| dismissed out of hand. The issues arc 
' complex and require serious rather than 

fleeting engagement. 
Swilling' sproposalsforademocratic 

urban policy do not reflect sufficiently 
serious engagement with the frameworks 
and ideas proposed by others. Instead 
they appear to be based almost entirely 
on ideological predisposition. 

While such predisposition is impor
tant, since it may reflect real material 
interests, it can never be the sole basis on 
whichurbanpolicyshouldbcmadc. What 
is needed arc policy proposals which arc 
thought through in detail — and which 
can actually work. In short, a new prag
matism is required. • 
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Editor 
We need an editor to start work as soon as possible. 

The editor's major responsibility will be to oversee and 
manage the editorial process. Other responsibilities include 
liaising with contributors, co-ordinating the editing and 
production of WIP, and developing the publication's profile. 

General Manager 
We need a skilled general manager, with experience in 
running an organisation, to start work as soon as possible. 

Responsibilities include: 
• Overall management of the organisation 
• Supervision of our administrative and distribution staff 
• Generating advertising revenue for WIP 
• Liaison with editorial staff 

Salaries for both posts are negotiable. 
We also offer medical aid and 5 weeks' leave a year. 

Apply in wri t ing, wi th CV a n d two references , to: 
S o u t h e r n African Research Service 
PO Box 32716, Braamfonte in 2017 

Closing date for appl ica t ions : 15 August 1990 
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Capitalising on 
a new constitution 

The South African Chamber 
of Commerce recently 
published its contribution 
to the debate on a 
post-apartheid constitution. 
Sammy Adelman argues 
that big business 
objective is to maintain 
'neo-apartheid', rather 
than to bring about true 
economic liberation 
A former Wits University 
SRC president, Adelman 
was banned in 1981 and 
went into exile in 1982. 
He is currently lecturing 
in law at Warwick 
University , England 

I
n 1988, Albic Sachs argued inadraft 
discussion paper. Towards a bill of 
rights in a democratic South Africa, 
that a bill of rights should not be 

regarded as a means of protecting group 
rights, but rather 'as an instrument for 
enlarging the freedom of the oppressed 
majority,therebycrcatinga South Africa 
in which equal rights becomes the reality 
and in which the whole population, irre
spective of colour or origin, can live in 
peace and with dignity'. 

Since then the political landscape has 
been transformed. 

Apartheid has failed, due to a combi
nation of internal resistance and interna
tional sanctions. The economy is beset 
by deep structural contradictions which 
mitigate against successful short-term 
solutions. And the government has been 
forced to unban the African National 
Congress, the South African Communist 
Party, the Pan-Africanist Congress, and 
many other organisations, and to release 
ANC leader Nelson Mandela. 

The end of apartheid is nigh. But is 
liberation as close as many would like to 
believe? 

The removal of the formal legal struc
tures of apartheid alone will not guaran
tee the full political, economic and social 
emancipation of the oppressed majority. 
White power is so deeply entrenched that 
Souih Africa needs far more than ihc 
cosmetic repeal of apartheid legislation. 

Constitutional negotiations arc immi
nent because the government has come 
to accept what big business has so long 
been arguing: thatany semblance of while 
wealth and privilege can be salvaged 
only in a democratic political system. 

But no ruling class in history has 
voluntarily abdicated. And white South 
Africa is no exception. 

The central question which confronts 
progressive forces is whether a new 
constitution will mark iruc liberation, or 
the emergence of a system of nco-apari-
hcid in which there is black majority rule 
but continued while economic hegem
ony. 

As constitutional proposals emerge 
from all points of the political spectrum 
it is clear lhat neo-apartheid is the goal of 
boih the government and big business, 
and that a bill of rights is regarded as a 
way of protecting the minority's privi
leges rather than enlarging the freedoms 
of the majority. 

'Reform* has so far been all about 
trying to foster neo-apartheid without 
conceding political power. 

If the trick is to be pulled off, the 
sleight of hand will take the form of a 
liberal majority-rule constitution. 

L iberal constitutional models arc 
characterised by their emphasis on 
1 im itcd and ostensibly accountable 

government and individuals rights. 
On these iwo pillars, other structures 

arc erected, such as: 
• periodic elections 
• a separation of powers 
• the rule of law 
• an impartial and independent judiciary 
• procedural rights commonly enunci
ated in a bill of rights. 

At face value such a conception is 
desirable, embodying as it docs many of 
the freedoms underpinning the recent 
revolutions in Eastern Europe. 

But, as Engcls noted and history has 
proved, it is the bourgeois democratic 
form of state which is most likely to 
throttle progressive aspirations, for 'it is 
precisely the democratic republic which 
is the logical form of bourgeois rule'. 

The rule of law, for example, is predi
cated on the ostensible neutrality of the 
stale in conflicts between classes, inter
est groups and individuals. Power must 
be achieved in a constitutional manner 
and must be employed neutrally; eco
nomic might or claims of privilege must 
be ignored. 

The laws, among which the constitu
tion is pre-eminent, thus determine who 
should hold political power and how it 
can be exercised. 

Aconstiiution will specify procedures 
for the creation of all other laws, which 
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Anglo's Bobby Godsell: 'Group rights provide an adequate solution' 

must be public, capable of being readily 
understood, and enforced according to 
their obvious meaning. 

No person may arrogate to her/him
self the power to ignore them or to dis
pense with due process. Indeed, the rule 
of law insists that the legal procedures be 
followed even when this inconveniences 
the dominantclass. Citizens must be able 
to exercise their rights with ihe confi
dence that the courts will uphold them 

At face value this is unexceptional, 
and the commitment of big business to 
bourgeois legality is reflected by the 
newly formed South African Chamber 
of Business (Sacob) in its recently-pub
lished Charter for economic, social and 
political rights. 

In section 22 of this charter, Sacob 
demands that 'the institutions of demo
cratic government and in particular the 
separation of slate powers, ihe independ
ence of the judiciary and the supremacy 
of the law, the freedom of ihe press and 
the free formation of political panics 
shall be the foundation of South African 
statehood*. 

But the problem with bourgeois law, 
and the rule of law in particular, is that it 
is more concerned with form than wiih 

substance. It privileges individualism at 
the expense of the collective, and it fet
ishes law. While the formal equality of 
bourgeois law would certainly be an 
improvement on the apartheid legal sys
tem, a dcracialiscd post-apartheid con
stitution could ultimately form the basis 
for a more subtle form of class domina
tion. 

By refusing to take substantive issues 
into consideration, bourgeois legal sys
tems arc able to pull the vital trick of 
granting protection to private property, 
and therefore to capital 1st social relations 
as a whole. 

And it is the bourgeois legal form 
upon which capital's constitutional pro
posals arc based. 

D rawing on the lessons of Zim
babwe, capital's strategy appears 
to involve accepting the inevita

bility of having to cede political power to 
the black majority in the knowledge that 
white skills, capital and confidence will 
be essential to future economic develop
ment 

The key is thus a constitution which 
entrenches the free enterprise system, 
capitalist relations of production, thcrulc 

of law, a separation of powers and a bill 
of rights - primary among those rights 
being that to private properly. 

The charter is one of the first major 
assaults in the ideological battle now 
joined over its form and content. 

In a statement accompanying the 
publication of its charter, Sacob asserts 
that it'is in business to create aclimate of 
opinion in this country in which compa
nies can operate efficiently and profita
bly for the benefit of all* - apparently 
forgetting capital's historic failure to 
mitigate thegrossestincqualiiiesof apart
heid. 

Obviously a response to the influence 
of the Freedom Charter, Sacob's docu
ment signals monopoly capital's inten
tion of influencing constitutional nego
tiations through the formulation of what 
is essentially a bill of rights. 

Essentially bourgeois in form, it is 
designed to perpetuate minority powers 
by dc-emphasising race—while intensi
fying existing class distinctions arising 
from apartheid. 

The Sacob charter reflects the stand
points of the Associated Chamber of 
Commerce (Assocom) and the Feder
ated Chamber of Industry (FCI), cham
bers of commerce and individual busi
nessmen. But above all it reflects the 
corporate views of Anglo American, the 
main cxploitcrof black labour power and 
the most significant progenitor of 
constitutional proposals in the business 
community. 

In the recently published Anglo 
America, its associates and South Af
rica, the corporation argues that South 
Africa' must move towards being a pros
perous, non-racial, multi-party democ
racy' and that 'a high degree of individ
ual economic freedom is characteristic 
of prosperous societies. This is most 
clearly expressed in the freedom to ac
quire private property. Other features 
include a broadly-based and non-puni
tive tax system, sound fiscal policy, 
prudent management of the money sup
ply and proper recognition of the power 
and place of the market in allocating 
economic resources*. 

This is not so much a call for the 
retention of the status quo, which has 
become increasingly contradictory for 
capital, but rather for a market system 
which reduces interventions of the state 
to an absolute minimum. 

The major conflict which will domi
nate negotiations over a post-apartheid 
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constitution is the demand of the major
ity contained in the Freedom Charter that 
'the people shall govern' (meaning one-
person, one-vote in a unitary state) on the 
one hand; and, on the other, attempts by 
the state and capital to develop neo-
apanhcid through federalism, confedcr-
alism, 'group rights' or some 
constitutional mechanisms which effec
tively give whites a veto. 

There has long been a contradiction in 
state policy on decentralisation. Sepa
rate development was premised on the 
'decentralisation' of political power to 
the bantustans, and attempts to promote 
economic activity in the 'border areas'. 

The former failed because it was both 
illogical and gcnocidal; the latter be
cause it confounded the logic of the 
market. 

'Total strategy', PW Botha's version 
of 'reform', also had dual and contradic
tory goals. On the one hand it aimed to 
incorporate black people into more ef
fective local government organs, in an 
attempt to foster the development of a 
black buffer middle class, thereby de
flecting political demands away from the 
centre. On the other hand it involved 
massive centralisation of power in the 
hands of the central state through the 
Slate Security Council system and state 
of emergency powers. 

While Sacob and the government may 
not agree completely on these issues, 
there are numerous points common to 
their positions. Government thinking on 
a new constitution has so far stipulated 
the need for regular elections, a ban on 
one-party rule imposed by 'unsophisti
cated majority vote', a free market econ
omy, jobs in government for minority 
leaders, and guarantees thai people will 
be able to live in their own communities. 

There should be state funding for 
racially-exclusive schools and no expro
priation of property without compensa
tion. 

The government wants to promote 
strong, relatively small, local govern
ment units.controlling their own schools, 
police and other municipal services. 

Whiles would not only run their own 
local affairs on the basis of 'group rights', 
but would command resources, from an 
infinitely wealthier lax base, that would 
enable ihcm lo maintain ihcir separate 
and privileged way of life. 

In this way the Group Areas Act and 
Bantu education would be perpetuated in 
other forms. 

CONSTITUTIONS 

The dangers of nco-apartheid are re- j 
fleeted in Sections 19 and 20 of Sacob's 
charter, which fleshes out its call for 
minority and cultural rights to be pro-
tec led: 
19. The form of any new constitution 
shall be the subject of negotiation be
tween interested parties, and it is essen
tial that any future political system in 
South Africa provides: 
19.1 the necessary checks and balances; 
19.2 the safeguard of basic human rights; 
193 protection for minorities against 
domination. 
20. The state shall not be above the taw 
but shall, through decentralisation and 
devolution of state powers, (author's 
emphasis) be close to the people and 
responsive to their needs. 

T he Sacob charter is silent as to what 
form the protections provided for 
minorities should lake. But given 

the historic relationship between Anglo 
and the Democratic Party and its prede
cessors, wc may assume thai some form 
of federalism or confcderalism is envis
aged in contrast to the government's 
'canton-like' structures. 

In the Anglo American document re
ferred to above, the corporation claims 
thai 'it is not ihc role of business in gen- ' 
eral, or Anglo in particular, to write con- , 
sliiulions or locreate political processes'. 
It then proceeds to celebrate the role of 
Anglo director Bobby Godsell in pro- , 
ducingabooklctpublishcdbyAngloand ' 
titled Shaping thefuture: a citizen's guide 
to constitution making in which the cor
poration's response to the issucof'group 
rights' lakes ihc form of a discussion of 
decentralised political power. 

Godsell argues dial in a centralised 
system of government, power is concen
trated in a few institutions and although 
some functions of government may be 
delegated, 'ihc authority of ihe central 

i institutionsrcmainssupremcandsubjcct 
lo very few restraints. In a decentralised 
system... power is divided and devolved 
lo a range of local or regional institutions 
which exercise full or partial authority 
over their respective areas. In this way, 
Ihey act as a check on one another.' 

Godsell implicitly argues dial 'group 
rights' can provide an adequate basis for 

! asolutionbccauscalthough grouprights 
| have been used (as in South Africa) to 

secure and maintain minorily domina
tion, more commonly their purpose is 
quite the reverse. Other sociciics have 

used the concept either to protect minor
ity rights or to prevent discrimination; or 
to accommodate or ameliorate inter-
group conflict'. To argue, in South Af
rica, that the concept of 'group rights' is 
consistent with democratic politics, that 
ii enhances citizen's rights and is de
signed to be inclusive rather than exclu
sive is at best disingenuous — and, ai 
worst, dangerous. 

Logically there can be no possibility 
of apartheid disappearing under any con
stitution which seeks to incorporate such 
inherently undemocratic mechanisms. 

"Die rest of Sacob's charter is unex
ceptional but limited. The preamble states 
the organisation's belief that 'the opti
mal wealth creation for the benefit of all 
is best achieved through a market econ
omy*, while elsewhere it call for en
trenchment of 'economic freedom and 
the private enterprise ethic' in any new 
constitution. 

Despite its preoccupation with die free 
market, individual rights and private 
property ('everyone has ihe right to own 
property' and cannot be deprived of it 
'widioutduc process of law and compen
sation'), the charter does not confine 
itself to representing the essentially 
bourgeois rights derived from the French 
and American revolutions and contained 
in the 1966 UN covenant on civil and 
political rights. 

Acknowledging some of the realities 
of apartheid and belatedly reflecting a 
willingness to drag South Africa into the 
20th century as the rest of the world 
prepares for the 21st, the charter also 
draws upon the UN covenant on eco
nomic, social and cultural rights, largely 
inspired by ihe Russian revolution. 

Part 1 consists of a statement of eco
nomic rights and principles and provides 
that there shall be equal work opportuni
ties, free choice of employment and fair 
remuneration, freedom of contract and 
equal pay for equal work, as well as the 
right to form and join trade unions. 

But the charter omits the right to strike 
provided in the UN covenant, and does 
not contemplate a right to work. 

The social and cultural rights envis
aged in the charier are respcel for private 
and family life, freedom of thought, 
conscience and religion, and rights to 
equal education, freedom of language 
and to participate in the cultural life of 
ihc nation. 

Another right accepted by the charter, 
thai of 'a person belonging to an ethnic. 
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One person one vote: Not quite the bottom line for big business 

religious or cultural grouping* to 'use his 
own language' would, on face value, 
appear to be unexceptionable; indeed the 
ANC has indicated its agreement with 
such a position. 

This provision can be interpreted ci
ther altruistically, as a genuine attempt at 
promoting a multi-ethnic non-racial so
ciety, or more cynically, as an attempt 
curry favour with the present regime. 

While there can be nodisagreement in 
principleinprotecting the rightof people 
to use their own language, it is precisely 
such a clause which might potentially 
provide the basis for neo-apariheid in the 
form of exclusively white schools with 
Afrikaans as a medium of instruction. 

The Sacob charter also lays down the 
organisation's desired civil and political 
rights, which provide that all shall be 
equal before the law and prohibits arbi
trary arrest, detention without trial, tor-
lure, slavery and servitude. It calls for 
freedom of movement, opinion and ex
pression, freedom of association and 
peaceful assembly. Incitement of racial, 
national and religious hatred shall be 
prohibited by law. 

_ 

The final and briefest part of the char
ter covers personal and public responsi
bilities. 

It includes the right of the slate to take 
action in accordance with the law to 
defend itself duringtimesof publiccmcr-
gency. This ominous-sounding provision 
is a common constitutional mechanism 
—appearing, for example, in Namibia's 
constitution. 

At face value, then, much of the char
ter is unexceptionable. Indeed it is con
sistent with many of the demands of the 
ANC and the mass democratic move
ment 

But it is important to emphasise that 
the predominant thrust of the Sacob char
ter is in favour of individual rather than 
collective rights. 

In other words the aim of monopoly 
capital is primarily to entrench existing 
disparities in economic power and to 
reduce to an absolute minimum the 
amount of state-directed restructuring. 

The realities of South Africa's politi
cal economy and the balance of class 
forces indicate that the first post-apart
heid constitution may be as liberal as 

Namibia's. 
Like so much else in the struggle 

against apartheid, the making of a new 
constitution is likely to be a contradic
tory process. 

After the ravages of apartheid and the 
lessons of eastern Europe, we must be 
prepared to acknowledge that many of 
the slogans of the struggle can be dis
tilled into the demand for the rule of law. 

While much of what is contained in 
Sacob's charter constitutes an acknow
ledgement by business of the majority's 
demand for basic human rights, the rheto
ric of liberalism and free enterprise has 
loo often masked the realities of exploi
tation and oppression. 

Similarly, the rhetoric of liberal con
stitutionalism may disguise an attempt to 
perpetuate apartheid in another form. 

As the ANC states in its 1988 
constitutional guidelines, 'steps must be 
taken to ensure that apartheid ideas and 
practices are not permitted to appear in 
old forms or new* and the concept of 
'group rights' must be rejected because it 
means the majority would continue to be 
constitutionally underprivileged. • 
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The Johannesburg Sun dispute: 'It's like 1987 all over again' 

Mid-year 
militance on the 
factory floor 

M
id-year is normally a lime of 
tension in the labour arena. 
This is partly as a result of the 
many wage negotiations 

which take place during this period — 
the most importantof which are the mine 
and metal talks. 

But it is alsoa lime of protest There is 
always a stayaway on 16June-whether 
or not companies agree to grant ihe day 
as a paid holiday. 

Last year Cosatu and Nactu called the 
highly successful ihrec-day stayaway 
from 4-6 June in protest against the 
Labour Relations Act (LRA). This year, 
the LRA is still an issue — but it is only 
one of scores that workers have raised in 
the surge of militancy that has accompa
nied the unbanning of the ANC, SACP 
and the PAC. The Natal violence is also 
now on the national agenda after 3-miI-
lion people heeded the stayaway called 
on 2 July by Cosatu, the UDF and the 
ANC. 

Double-figure inflation is continually 
eroding any pay gains the unions make. 
As a result wage bargaining has increas
ingly come to assume lifc-and-death 
proportions. 

Saccawu members have taken on large 
sectors of the retail and hotel trades. And 
workers in the public sector and munici
palities arc finally achieving some of 
their aims as the authorities slowly come 
to terms with dealing with militant trade 
unions — in much the same way as 
their private sector counterparts started 
doing from the early 1980s. 

'It feels like 1987', was one sirikc-
watchcr's comment. The analogy is not 
inappropriate. After two relatively quiet 
years, strike levels arc now comparable 
with those of 1987. There have also been 
major strikes against some of the same 
employers whocxpcriencedbiucr strikes 
two years ago — of which the bruising 
strikes at Transnct (formerly SA Trans
port Services) and OK Bazaars are the 
most graphic examples. 

There is also a very real prospect of a 
strike in thccnginccringsector by Numsa 
members. The 1987 Numsa strike was 
admittedly a rather tame affair after the 
publication of the metal industrial coun
cil main agreement made the legality of 
the whole thing questionable, taking the 
initiative away from the union. 

This year, however, the situation is 
quite different. Numsa is now the major
ity union on the council and there can be 
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The winter o ' discontent: Police photograph a protestor detained during a demonstration outside the 
Edgars head office in June 

no agreement without its approval. The 
union announced on 18 July that a strike 
ballot will be held in the first ten days of 
August after the metal council failed to 
resolve the dispute it declared on 26 
June. Numsa had earlier indicated to 
employers that it was in a position to 
settle provided adequate progress was 
made on wages, hours of work, mater
nity and child-care leave, and 21 March 
as a paid holiday. There is also a fairly 
strong possibility of Numsa members in 
the auto assembly and tyre and rubber 
sectors downing tools. 

The final wage offer advanced by the 
Steel & Engineering Industries Federa
tion of SA (Scifsa) at the metal council 
was an extra 67c an hour for labourers (a 
19% increase which would bring the 
minimum hour wage up to R4.18 an 
hour) and R1,29 for artisans (15,5% up, 
to give a minimum of R8.50 an hour). 
Numsaisdcmandingan across-the-board 
increase of R2.00 an hour. Scifsa also 
offered to specify in the agreement that 
severance pay must be paid in the event 
of retrenchment — and that 21 days' 
notice of such action must be given, and 
to improve provisions for maternity leave 
and institute free pap smears. Scifsa did 
not offer to reduce the present 45-hour 
week. Numsa had said it would consider 
aphased reduction after initially demand

ing a 40-hour week initially. 
Scifsa had earlier agreed to: 

• negotiate a job creation programme for 
the industry; 
• include some categories of workers 
previously excluded from the industrial 
council agreement; 
• withdraw its demand for small busi
nesses to be excluded from the agree
ment; 
• withdraw support for training institu
tions which practice discrimination and 
negotiate guidelines for the industry to 
end discrimination in the selection of 
employees for training; 
• restructure the council to provide for 
proportional representation; 
• an improved leave bonus; 
• enter into talks to merge the two major 
provident/pension funds in the industry; 
• extend the agreement to the homelands 
when this becomes possible. 

I
n 1987 Num and Anglo American had 
their showdown on the gold mines. 
This year the union settled for a 14,5% 

to 17% wage increase for the gold mines 
on 5 July. But it continues to be in dispute 
with the Chamber of Mines over wages 
atcollicrics. At thetimeof going to press, 
GFSA, Lonhro, JC1 and Rand Mines had 
baulked at going any higher than the gold 
offer. Amcoal was offering increases of 

between 16,4%and 18% and Trans-Natal 
(Gcncor) increases of between 14,5% 
and 28%. A strike cannot be ruled out. 

The OK Bazaars and Southern Sun/ 
Holiday Inn strikes were characterised 
by a great deal of police intervention and 
high levels of violence. The OK strike 
showed that the company and Saccawu 
had unfinished business from the 1987 
strike. This was confirmed at the settle
ment talks when the company admitted 
that 'management attitudinal problems 
do exist, arc severe and must be ad
dressed'. Both parlies have now commit
ted themselves to a process of negotia
tion to identify and provide solutions to 
difficulties. Saccawu is planning a 'Na
tional Hourof Action' on July 27 to focus 
on alleged rightwing harrassmcni and 
the arrest of picketcrs during the strike. 

According to the SA Chamber of 
Business, the 2 July stayaway cost the 
economy an estimated R750-million in 
lost production. The action stemmed from 
the Cosatu-UDF-ANC alliance's con
viction that only the slate can bring an 
end to the Natal violence. The alliance 
has demanded the arrest of Inkatha 
'warlords', that the KwaZulu police force 
be disbanded and that Gatsha Buthclczi 
be stripped of his position as KwaZulu 
law and order minister. It also called for 
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Marching miners: Unlike in previous years, Num and the Chamber of Mines have already settled on 
wage increases for members working on gold mines 

ihc establishment of a judicial inquiry 
into the role of the police and for the slate 
of emergency in the province to be lifted 
as it provides a cover for the activities of 
the 'warlords' and the security forces. A 
national peace conference is to be con
vened on 4 and 5 August to evaluate the 
government's response to the demands. 

The campaign against the LRA has 
entered a new phase since the meeting 
between Cosatu, Saccola and prcsidcni 
FW dc Klerk on 26 June. A joint working 
party has been established to examine 
ways of resolving the crisis engendered 
by government's refusal lo enact the 
Cosaiu-Naclu-Saccolaaccord during the 
parliamentary session that ended on 22 
June. The group's first meeting on 11 
J uly wasaticndcd by representatives from 

the Manpower Department, Cosaiu and 
Saccola. Nactu did hot attend. The fed-
crauon'sgcncralsccrctary.Cunningham 
Ngcukana, told W/P Nactu has noi de
cided whether it will participate. 

Cosaiu has used the establishment of 
the working group as an opportunity to 
introduce some new demands. These 
include: extending basic worker rights lo 
cover all public sector workers; that no 
future legislation be promulgated with
out support from iisclf, Nactu and Sac
cola; and the drafting of a second interim 
bill to extend the LRA to all workers and 
for ihecrcationofa'proper'labourappcal 
court system. In the interim it wants 
Saccola to agree to measures whic h would 
give effect to ihc accord. Cosatu has also 
indicated that its continual participation 

in the working group is dependent on 
ihrcc factors: that the group should 
complete its work within 30 days, that 
the discussions arc not secret in any way, 
and thatany settlement should be consid
ered by all labour constituencies. It has 
warned that major industrial conflict will 
follow if its demands arc not met 

Says Cosatu's Geoff Schreincr: "The 
manpower department interpreted the 
group's brief as a means to facilitate 
funhcr consultation on the bill. We say 
all the consultation that was necessary 
has already laken place.* 

The working group's second meeting 
was scheduled for 26 July. It was agreed 
mat the National Manpower Commis
sion and the Commission for Admini
stration would be invited to attend. • 
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10 J u l y 

21 June 

22 June 

9 July 
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14 June 

1ft June 

4 July 

9 July 

A June 

19 July 

20 July 

4 June 

4 June 

S J u l y 

11 J u l y 

26 June 

27 June 

13 June 

16 June 

Event 
Coca Cole worker* a t Asa Iose* ted Beverage I n d u s t r i e * i n B o r r o w went on s t r i k e a f t e r three workers uere d i s c i p l i n e d for 

r e f u t i n g to aske d s l i v s r f s s a t OK Beiaar* and Checker* i n * o l 1 d * r l t y wi th s t r i k e r * there end a t Southern Sun/Hot Iday I n n . A l l 

three companies are SAB s u b s i d i a r i e s . 

Workers e t Aado Oek went on s t r i k e defending recogni t ion of Muss*. They returned to work e f t s r •snagenent agreed to negot ia te 

wi th the union. 

Ten Cawu eicnbers were hosp i ta l i sed e f t e r a p o l i c e baton charge a t the s t a r t of t h i s s t r i k e * The workers downed toots because 

eisnegeeient reneged on signing a recogni t ion egreenent i t had negot iated wi th the union. The p a r t i e s net next earning end the 

agreement was signed. 

Workers went on s t r i k e i n pro tes t against the presence of a labour consultant a t wage negot ia t ions . Kanagenent acceded to the 

ojtttond. 

Workers at Cobra Uatertech went on s t r i k e daaanding e wag* increase of *2 an hour across the board a f te r r e j e c t i n g a 

flWMQjejnent o f f e r of 64c an hour. They returned to wort a f t e r the resumption of t a l k s between the coopeny and Munse. 

workers at the company's Brefcpan and WedevlUe p l a n t * went on a legal s t r i k e a f t e r r e j e c t i n g a sanagessnt o f f e r of a 70c an 

hour serosa- the-board Increase In response to the i r oemnd for 61c. The coapany i n a t l t u t e d a lock out on 13 June. 

General workers went on s t r i k e p r o t e s t i n g against var ious a l leged r a c i s t p rac t ices a t the h o s p i t a l . They returned to work 

a f t e r t a l k s between Nchewu and the 1PA. 

Workers staged e work stoppeo* cVjesndlng a wage increase and recogni t ion of CW1U. They returned to work a f t e r the conpany 

agreed i n p r i n c i p l e to the denand*. 

Workers st ruck when esftegensnt retrenched soa* of the i r worksites without consul t ing ftussa. They recused work a f t e r 

nenegeiacnt agreed to union proposals for job a l t e r n a t i o n * 

worker* staged a work stoppage i n support o f Sunsa's dassnd for an across*the-board Increase of t 2 an hour a t the s s t a l 

incfcjstrlal council wage negot ia t ions . 

This d ispute arose during wage negot iat ions for the Transvaal between Putco, Cosatu ' * TO*J and N a d u ' s Tswu when asrw^eawnt 

and Tawu objected t o the presence of TGVJ shop stewards fro™ the ftoaelends depot outside P r e t o r i a beceu&s the Cosatu union 

was not the M a j o r i t y tetlon a t the depot. The Zakheni Transport 4 A l l i e d Workers* Union, a Tawu breakaway which verged wi th 

TGUU i n Deceeber l a s t y e a r , was the s s j o r i t y union a t t h * depot bstween 1986 end 1909 . According t o Tffltt, the on ly reason why 

I t lost i t s ea j jo r i ty was bscause n»ru»ge«enT d e l i b e r a t e l y t rans fe r red Tawu avetocr* to the depot to break i t s ho ld . I n a ser ies 

Of pro tes t ac t ions . TGUU eenbera f r o s Boksburg drove t h e i r buses to the wrong depot and workers s t the Lea Glenn 

(ftoocfepoort). O e m i l t o n (KwaKdcbcle). Nasslodl and Homelands depots downed t o o l s . The d ispute was s e t t l e d when nunegcaem 

agreed to t r a n s f e r e l l Tawu venters a t Honelends to Shoshsnguve which mtent that TOwU was once again the e s j o r l t y union a t 

the depot* 
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Workers a t the Elandsfontein plant of t h i s I r l t f s h mul t ina t iona l uent or a legal s t r i k e I n en e f f o r t t o force the company to 

p a r t i c i p a t e i n the Chemical Indust r ies National Provident fund. During the s t r i k e CVlU Accused the company of fanning rac is t 

c o n f l i c t by h i r i n g whi te , coloured and Indisn scabs, fn mid-June over 160 s t r i k e r s ware arrested and l a t e r dimissed s f t e r 

Ignoring s court order to leave the premises, the company threatened the others wi th dismissal i f they d i d not c a l l o f f the 

s t r i k e by 29 June. 

Workers st ruck for one day demanding recogni t ion of * « -. Work resumed a f te r management sgreed to negot ia te . 

nenegement locked workers out because they worked a shortened week of 40 hours I n support of Numsa's demand for A 40 hour 

week without loss of pay in the metal i n d u s t r i a l Council negot ia t ions . 

Workers worked short hours for two days i n a demonstration in support of H u n s ' * demand for a 40-hour working week i n the 

mete! fnous t r i a l council negot ia t ions . 

workers a t Steiner p lan ts i n Alrode and Pre t o r i a went on s t r i k e demanding that management recognise TGwU and arrange stop 

order f a c i l i t i e s * The company indicated i t would accede to the demanoa provided the uflion proves (t has major i ty 

represent a t i est, 

Workers st ruck a f t e r eianaoytent Issued a warning to a worker. They returned to work ofl 4 July a f t e r errarcjements were mode 

for t e l k s between the cotpeny and ffumsa. 

Workers staged e work stoppage when a shop steward wes suspended, management agreed 10 a reinstatement. 

Some 750 Samwu and 00 Uupsau members were dismissed a f t e r staging a S i t I n when the council re jec ted t h e i r demand for a «30 

attendance allowance I n waga negot ia t ions . Af ter t a l k s wi th Samwu, the council emourtad that 500 of i t s members would be 

re-employed. 

Workers downed too ls i n protest against company p lant to retrench and segregated f a c i l i t i e s * They were a l l dismissed. 

Cap© 

g e l l v f l l e mun ic ipa l i t y 

B e U v i l l e 

Cape Town C i ty Council 

Cape Town 

Samwu 

Samwu 

1 200 

5 000 

5 J u l y 

t July 

13 June 

26 June 

workers went on a two-day s t r i k e when the council responded to the i r demand for a monthly minimum wage of RB00 by o f f e r i n g a 

minimum of *45S. I n ta lks Af ter the s t r i k e r s resumed work the council r a i sed i t s o f f a r by R10. 

Workers downed too ls a f t e r they re jec ted the C i ty Counci l 's o f f e r of a * . . • • * • • monthly wage of RS13 and a 13,5% Increase for 

higher p a i d , u n s k i l l e d workers and s e m i - s k i l l e d workers earning up t o R23 000 a year . Workers a lso demanded e 40'hour week 

wi th no loss of pay, a housing al lowance. 16 June a * a p a i d hol iday and an and to casual aeptoyment. The dispute was se t t l e * 

when Samwu accepted an o f f a r for * monthly minimum of R845 and a U t increase for higher p a i d unsk i l led workers and 

s e m i - s k i l l e d employees. The council a lso mode an undertaking t o negot iate a reduction in working hours and to s t a r t a process 

of employing temporary workers on s f u l l - t i m e basis . Regarding 16 June, the Council agreed to grant an e x t r a day's leave. 
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Secur i ty guards at Coin Secur i ty were d iuwisKd e f t e r they jo ined • earcn y « « n | t « d by thft Transport 1 Central workers Union 

t o daaend higher w a f t * and Improved worklna c o n d i t i o n * . The d m n c k included a reduct ion i n working hours tram 60 hour* a 

week to 4 0 , a n r . - - . x i aenthly Mage of R1 000, an and to p e r t - t i e s work and The repeat of t h * Secur i ty O f f i c e r s ' Aetv 

workers at D e l t a want on s t r i k e deaanding that the company p a r t i c i p a t e i n the na t iona l bargaining f o r u * I n the Auto Asseably 

Indue t r y . However, workers returned to wort a f t e r four day* I n a n t i c i p a t i o n of negot iat ions wi th nanaoeawnt. Hunaa i n s i s t s 

Del ta s u i t conduct negot iat ions a t na t iona l l e v e l * 

vorkera went on s t r i k e a f t e r aanageawnt o f fe red a 14* pay increaae i n reaponae to t h e i r deaand for K2 an hour across the 

board, the eoulvalent of Increase* between 2 t t and 4 U for var ious c a t e g o r i e s , s t r i k e r * returned to work a f t e r they won a 

16,5% f o r those earning aore than R1 000 a tenth and 14.5* for those earning U s a u l t h msr* than one year 's experience. At 

Least 21 s t r i k e r s v e r t i n j u r e d i n clashes wi th p o l i c e on the weekend of 7 and A Ju ly , a f t e r f a i l i n g to heed a court I n t e r d i c t 

order ing than t o vacate the p rea ises . 

workers went on s t r i k e a f t e r aanageaent retrenched 35 of the i r uorkaatea without consul t ing CVJU, A l l the s t r i k e r s ware 

d isa issed on 25 June. 

General workers and nurse* a t Livingstone Hospital went on s t r i k e when 39 nurse« who had been h i red on a temporary basis I n 

1906 were t o l d t h e i r cont rec ie would not be renewed. The s t r i k e r s deawrded a c t i o n to deal wi th c r i t i c a l s t a f f shortages a t 

b lack h o s p i t a l * . Another deaand was for b lack pa t ien ts t o be e o - i t t e d to eapty bads a t white h o s p i t a l s . Workers a t the Dora 

aginte H o s p i t a l , the P€ Prov inc ia l Hospital and Kwezekhel* Hospi ta l downed too ls i n s o l i d a r i t y - The Livingstone s t r i k e r s 

returned to work a f t e r aanegeeant r e i n s t a t e d 16 of the 39 nurses and promised the r e s t would be accoanodated I n the s e e * way 

in a phased o p e r a t i o n . 

Municipal workers went on s t r i k e a f t e r r e j e c t i n g the counc i l ' s o f f e r of a 12X wege Increase, workers had M a r r i e d a * 3 0 0 

across-the-board end a a in faua eionthLy wage of *750 . The dispute developed i n t o a s te leea te u l t h s t r i k e r * re fus ing t o give In 

u n t i l the a u n l c l p e t l t y a e d * an o f f e r on the a l n t t u t wage and the council I n s i s t i n g on a re turn to work before that could 

happen. On 18 July the p a r t i e s announced that they had broken the iapesse. Workers would resune t h e i r dut ies and negot ia t ions 

on the wege d ispute would begin as soon as poss ib le . 

workers a t Peninsula leverage staged a week-long s t r i k e deeandfng a wage increaae of 96X . The workers had received e 19,2% 

increase i n January and the coapany sa id i t would on ly negot ia te a f u r t h e r lncr«e te I n January next y e a r , n e g o t i a t i o n * en the 

wage dispute resisted a f t e r a r e t u r n to work. The two par t ies agreed that workers would be paid for the publ ic hol iday on 31 

nay . 

worker* a t & ( • ' • Ufterftege p ient downed t o o l * a f t e r — r a n w a n t disatssed a black worker who becaae involved i n a f i g h t wi th 

an a l leged AW* aeaber . The r ightwlnger was on ly g iven a verbal warning. The s t r i k e r * staged * s i t - i n deaanding that the aan 

a lso be d laa lased . Nanageaant responded wi th * lock-out . An a r b i t r a t o r subsequently r u l e d that the d isa lssed worker be 

r e i n s t a t e d . 

Worker* a t SA Brush Hanufftcturing went on s t r i k e demanding to be backdated f r o * 1 July and one day addi t ional bonus. 

http://nr.--.xi
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Hun was not recognised a t Rend n ines ' Kernony Cotd n ine w h o u i g n negot iat ions between K I M and the Charter of N in * t bc-^an 

sate isonth* ago. t a r l y t h U acnth . however, i t signed up the M a j o r i t y of the lebourforce. On 6 July the workers donned tools 

oWjnendlng recognit ion of « \ * \ a desjand t o which miageftent acceded. The par t ies due t o meet on 27 July to negot iate on an 

o f f e r of a 1 3 * wage t n t f i f l . Oh IS Ju ly , a f t e r the K , M t to MX se t t l eevnt for go ld nines at the chanter . HUJJ • • f ceVa st ruck 

a g a i n , dtnvndlng the leavd le te lepleatentet lon of the sea* wage r a t e s . The s t r i k e ended a f t e r ewragement agreed t o s t a r t 

negot iat ions on 25 Ju ly . 

V i r t u a l l y a l t pub l ic sector worker* in QwaOwa dotried too ls dcaonding t rade union and c o l l e c t i v e bargaining r i g h t s , a nin:nun 

ocnth ly wage of R6O0, and an end to segregated jobs. They resuned work a f t e r homeland a u t h o r i t i e s and a Cosatu represent a t Ive 

agreed t o the f o r m m e n of a j o i n t working committee ' t o s e t t l e a l l g r ievances ' . OweOwa au thor i t i es a lso conceded that the 

workers had the r i g h t to j o i n unions and undertook to aafcc representations to cent ra l goverroent to sake ex t ra futJs 

ava i l ab le for wages. 

Transkel 

Tea Corporat ion 

r"ort St Johns 
1 On 76 April Workers nt on s t r i k e demanding a wage of 42 .?0 a day. A Fawu spok< aid l i t t l e as R*0O a s m t h . 
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OK 
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10 000 

7 000 

b July 

19 J u l y 

11 .'une 

i June 
25 July 

More than 0 500 Seccewu aeseser*. a t 170 Checkers' stores n a t i o n a l l y earmarked on a legal s t r i k e a f te r r e j e c t i n g the company's 

o f f e r of a R135 across-the-board increase from 1 July wi th another R5 i n January neat year end a nonthly i t fniaun wage of 

RfiOO. the s t r i k e r s denonded an across-the-board increase of R1o5. s ftinfoun monthly wage of R630, s t a f f d iscounts. Kerch 21 

as a p a i d hol iday and a 13th cheque. Af ter scdiat ion, the s t r i k e r s accepted a R U 0 across-the-board wage hike and a nonthly 

.Tin'. Tin of R770 and a 12X discount on purchases to a value of R375. Pay for one week during the s t r i k e was, however, s t i l l • 

n a t t e r of d i s p u t e . 

Workers went on s t r i k e a f t e r Mnegeaent re jec ted the i r deannd f o r a WO a week Increase f r o * 1 July and a fur ther m o in 

January 1991. the management re jec ted the i r desiond. o f f e r i n g >13 for the e n t i r e 12 nonth* . On 15 July 63 Sactwu •eatjers were 

a r r e s t e d outside the conpeny's Pine town coapte*. They were charged with a t tending an i l l e g a l gathering and released on b a i t . 

saccewu ataabers eafcerked on a Legal s t r i k e desandfng a 1160 a eenth aeross-ihe-boord increase, a oriniaus Monthly wage of R8O0 

and other serv ice leprovanents a f t e r OK, c i t i n g poor perforswice, o f fe red a a r i n i s u of *710 a aonth a f t e r on% year 's se rv ice . 

Both avinegcaent end the s t r i k e r s had prepared f o r a long and b i t t e r s t rugg le . At i t s peak, the s t r i k e , which received strong 

conjnunity support, involved 7 000 workers a t 131 s t o r e s . The s t r i k e was character ised by high l e v e l s of v i o l e n c e . At least 

213 s t r i k e r s were a r r e s t e d for p i c k e t i n g . In f r ing ing municipal b y l a w s , trespassing, at tending i l l e g a l gather ings, assault 

and i n t i m i d a t i o n , Menagenent on three occasions t r i a d t o get court i n t e r d i c t s against picketers» A l l three n a t t e r * ^ r e 

s e t t l e d out of c o u r t . Seccewu a l s o went t o court ; f t aerie an unsuccessful spp l i ca t ion to the i n d u s t r i a l court f o r a r u l i n g 

dec la r ing that OX'S decision not to al low s t r i k e r s access t o canteens o r coast** i cat ion wi th union o f f i c i a l s const i tu ted an 

UIP. Ourino the m i t t wwmrw 1U0 Oirutmrj to e l m AHA i tof«. bt f W r »* reached In aviation -Sm Sec*** 
accepted OK'* o f f e r of ecrosa-the-boerd increases of between R125 and R14J, wi th a fur ther RIO troei 1991 . OX also withdrew 
U s threat to retrench 5fl7 * o r * e r t . although tt reserved the r i g h t to r e l s e the ewjtter again i n the f u t u r e . 
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Southern Sun and Holiday I n n worker* around the country went on s t r i k e e f t e r ragot le t lons on v*ge* and working condi t ion* 

deadlocked wi th eunegeejent o f f e r i n g an across-the-board I n c r * * * * of HQQ or 151 aonth ly and Saccawu demanding v\to a c r e * * the 

board and a i m t h l y annieus RB0O- Other oosund* include a l lowing casual ****** t o belong t o the union, reinstataaajnt of 

d i a a i s i e d workers and that nanaoenent inou ld not us* sub-contractor* . Following disputes over p icke t ing , n ™ * e ™ n t obtained 

Supreaw Court orders r e s t r i c t i n g workers f r o * e n t e r i n g the p r a i s e * a t a l l of the 41 * t r l k * - h f t hote ls* Worker* a t Durban's 

Nal ibu isotel jo ined the s t r i k e despi te the fac t that t h e i r union, t h * total l iesjor and Cater ing Trade Esployee* ' unfcn, had 

e a r l i e r struck a wage d e a l . Mal ibu 's nanaaenent obtained a Supra** Court order o b l i g i n g the worker* to resume work. Cosatu 

threatened a consumer boycot t against Southern Sun and Hol iday inns and t h r e e o ther SAJ t u b s l d f e r l e s - OX Sexier* A f c o l and 

Edgars. 

Uorkers i n 30 I rador stores struck a f t e r the coapany o f fe red «n acr oat - the-board increase of R160 In response t o t h e i r denand 

for a pay h l t j of »200. The s t r i k e ended two days l a t e r wi th workers agreeing to accept 1.160 across the board end Bwragoavnt 

undertaking not to retrench o r c lose any stores for IS nonth* * e sett lement Saccawu sa id uas a s i g n i f i c a n t s tep forward i n 

I t * Job secur-ity ceepeign. M> Albert Koopnen, proponent of ' p a r t i c i p a t i v e twrtaoement', earned the union's p r a i * e for the 

coap*ny ' * ' n c N v h o e t l l * ' handlfno of the s t r i k e . I rador closed a l l 30 stores to prevent v io lence- S t r i k e r s u e r * al lowed to 

* l e * p in tha canteen* ard were ca te red f o r . Ihey were a lso allowed to picket and wove f r e e l y . 

V ine and s p i r i t uorkers a t S3 p lan ts n a t i o n a l l y eafeerked on a Legal go slow a f t e r the industry 's employer assoc ia t ion 

re jec ted t h e i r oaawjnd for a R « across*the*board Increase, o f f e r i n g K33 instead. Another denand was for worker* wi th a w e 

than 10 y e a r ' f serv ice t o rece ive 20 days leave annual ly . Four days l a t e r the eoployer iaposed a lock ou t . Po l ice a r r e s t e d 

worker* i n Port E l izabeth and Stel lenbosch for p i c k e t i n g . On 16 July the eaployer* announced that 1 400 workers had accepted 

the «33 o f f e r , on IB July Uuwtaw and the eaployers agreed on * code of conduct for the s t r i k e i n which they denounced 

i n t i m i d a t i o n , v io lence and harraseaont. Huwaau he* threatened to C * U i toneujaar boycott* 
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